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Saturday, September 13 2003

Rental
rates go
up for
Weaks use
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Weaks Community Center
will be changing its rental rates.
At Friday morning's Weaks
Board meeting, the group agreed to
raise the rent for the dining room to
$100, the gym to $50 and both
rooms to $125.
Senior Citizens Center director
Eric Kelleher noted instances where
people had rented the building and
caused some damage. "They
trashed the place for $25," he said.
After much discussion, the group
agreed to raise the rates; however,
groups who have been meeting at
--the center
regular_schedule
would be grandfathered in the reso-lution for the next year when rates
—for everyone would be re-Tvaluated.
The group also set up a list of
guidelines for those who rent the
rooms. Kelleher suggested the list,
"instead of me making up rules
arbitrarily."
A recent incident Kelleher noted
involved a group which said it
wanted to rent the building to serve
dinner to students traveling to the
Hancock Biological Center. He
found out later, though, that it was
rented by a college student for a
party in which the police department had to respond to three times
because of complaints.
The group agreed on the following guidelines:
• Building rentals are only for
morning and afternoons, with morning hours between 8 a.m. and 3

•See Page 2A

50 CENTS

Fort Campbell
soldier killed
in Iraq fight
By The Associated Press
My son used to
BENTON, Ark. .AP)
An
Army special forces soldier who
come hale and
grew up in Little Rock and rounded
up terror suspects in Afghanistan — say that the president
earning a handshake from President was a patriot. Now I can
Bust 7-„wasii.illed,in.Irach his *Disay my son is a
lly said Friday.
Master Sgt. Kevin Morehead.
patriot, too.
33, was killed in a firefight early
Friday, his father, Jim Morehead.
— Jim Morehead
said. Kevin Morehead, who was staFather of Master Sgt. Kevin
tioned at Fort Campbell, was one of
Morehead, who died in
two U.S. soldiers killed and seven
-wouncled-in-a-pra-clawa_rnifLin the
Iraq friday
town of Ramadi, military officers
from - Camp Robinson in North going to be missed by all of us so
_much."
Litt le Its:Kk told the family.
The Moreheads-cherish a picture
The slain soldier was deployed
to Afghanistan after the Sept. 11, taken in March 2002 of the soldier
2001, attacks. Morehead's father shaking hands with a shirt-sleeved
said he received a call early Friday President Bush at Fort Bragg, N.C.
from
soldier s widorheres-a --- and were passing-out copies of
Morehead, who lives in Adams, the photo to visiting mourners
Friday.
Tenn. The couple had no children.
Jim Morehead said his son was
"My son used to come home and
say that the president was a patriot," proud to tell the story of having
his father said, sitting on the front lunch with Bush and fellow soldiers
porch of the family's Benton home. at Fort Bragg after giving the presi"Now I can say my son is a patriot, dent a field demonstration.
The soldier told his father that
too."
- The soldier was scheduled to the president got up from the table,
return from Iraq in two weeks. He "and he came back and stuck his
head over the table and said 'Get
would have turned 34 Sunday.
"If he could have just held out ready for some more because we're
two more weeks," his aunt, Ruth going to kick their (expletive),"
Hamilton, said through tears stand- Jim Morehead said.
Morehead's unit already returned
ing in the doorway of the home.
"It's just so bad. He was just the
most wonderful and talented. He's •See Page 2A
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MEET, GREET & EAT ... Congressman Ernie Fletcher (standing at right) listens to patrons at
Martha's Restaurant Friday morning.

Fletcher stumps during Murray stop
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
U.S. Rep. Ernie Fletcher knows
there are plenty of
bumps and potholes
traveling
from
western
Kentucky
to
Frankfort. That's
The Race To why he -wants to
FRANKFORT give area residents
a smoother, more
convenient route
to state government, provided he's
elected governor in the November 4
election.
The Republican candidate would
establish five field offices outside
central Kentucky, which would be
staffed with existing state positions

RIO

and housed in existing buildings.
"Instead of having everyone sitting
in Frankfort, we want to get them
out," Fletcher said in an interview at
the Murray Ledger & Times Friday.
"They'd keep in contact \kith the
communities. We need to make sure
people in western Kentucky feel
like our capital is closer than
Tennessee's or Missouri's."
The state transportation cabinet
needs improvement among its management and spending habits
Fletcher said. Specifically, the cabinet should have more geographic
equity among its projects and use of
funds. And not all funds have to
come from the state level. The congressman said more federal money
could be used to improve

'Patriotic vandalism' angers businessman
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray Mold and Die has been a frequent victim of
patriotic vandalism, and has been victimized yet
again.
For the third time in the past seven years, the company's 20 foot-by-30 foot American flag that has
flown over the building for the past seven years has
been stolen.
Jerry Duncan, owner
of Murray Mold and
It is sad that Die, said he usually
only takes the flag
I have to spend
down when there is
stormy weather and didabout $1,000 in
n't think anything was
security to have a unusual
when the flag
was not flying over the
flag.
building.
"I thought I might
— Jerry Duncan
have taken it down and
Murray Mold & Die stored it somewhere
and forgot where I put
it," he said.
However, when preparing to raise the flag this
week in honor of 9/11, he saw where the ropes to raise
the flag had been severed and the box surrounding the
rope had been pried open.
"I have had so many people call me, and I have
gotten so many letters from people who tell me how
much they like it," Duncan said. "I have always been
very patriotic and several of my family members have
served in the military."
Duncan is offering a MO reward for infotmation
that would lead to the arrest and conviction of the person or persons who took the flag.
"That may be the only way to get people stirred up
enough to say anything about it," he said.
Duncan said the Calloway County Sheriff's Office
took a report, but locating such a specific item can be
difficult. "Unless something like this showed up at a

Candidate's ad
hits airwaves
The first . television commercial of the fall campaign for Ernie
Fletcher went on the air Friday, a
30-second spot in which his wife
introduces the Republican candidate to audiences in western
— See Page 2A
Kentucky.
Kentucky's highways.
Necessary improvements go
beyond transportation, though.
More jobs need to be created,
Kentucky's business environment

IN See Page 2A

'Alley' issue more like 'dead end'
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
easy and complicated all at the same
Staff Writer
time.
Don Edwards had had enough.
Edwards is upset about what he
He turned from the podium of the describes as an "alley" that runs
Murray City Council chambers behind his home at 524 Broad St. in
Thursday, threw open the door Murray. The alley, he said, is overbehind him and charged off down grown and the home to all kinds of
the stairs without even looking insects. He describes it as a nuiback.
sance, and, since he does not own it,
What was it that bothered he wants the city to come and clean
Edwards so much? The answer is it up.

id

From the city's standpoint,
though, it is not responsible for the
cleanup of the alley, either, since it
was never dedicated for public use.
Since it was developed in the 1930s,
the owner is dead and gone, and
now the alley is basically considered abandoned property, essentially
belonging to no one.

II See Page 2A

2003 CMS Football Homecoming
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

ANGRY AMERICAN ... Jerry Duncan of
Murray Mold and Die stands by a flag pole
which was vandalized and a 20x30 foot
American flag was taken.
pawn shop, it would be hard to find," he said.
Duncan said he was also curious to what the person
could be doing with such a large flag.

MI See Page 2A
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Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
7-1-5
8-2-5
Pick 4:
Pick 4:
8-1-7-2
6-5-2-8
Cash Ball:
3-13-16-28 Cash Ball 9
lil GET YOUR LOTIV TICKETS Al;
Jr. Food Mart14
1302 Main St.• Murray

SCOTT NANNL TLeiiger & Times photo
HOMECOMING COURT ... Pictured is the 2003 Football Homecoming Queen and her court for
Calloway County High School. Kela Craig (third from right) was crowned CCHS queen before last
night's game between the Lakers and Marshall County. With Craig is her court of (from left)
Brittany Chapman, Whittany Chapman, Michelle Young, Kelly Arnold and Kara Kelso. For the
CCHS-Marshall game story, see sports in today's Ledger & Times.
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IN Rental ...
In other business, the group
Igreed
to Separate the building's
p.m., and at tenioon hours are 4 p.m. property insurance fro-iii the counto midnight.
ty's insurance.
• No alcohol is allow ed on the
premises and ne smoking Kattowed
County
Calkiway
Judge in the building.
Executive Larry Elkins said a com• Paper towels, trash bags and munity center's insurance is norpaper products are to he brought in. mally included in the rest of the
• If the police are called because county's insurance policy. Since the
of a disturbance, the es ent will fire which destroyed the original
immediately be terminated and the Weaks Center, those insurance pmrenter will not be allowed to rent the miums have gone up 40 percent.
building again.
"From now,on the Weaks Center
•Keys must be picked up during will get its own insurance-bill," said
regular business hours 01 the center Elkins._
and returned the next business day.
Furthermore, the group re-elect• Anything broken wiil be reim- ed Elkins as the board chairman.
bursed to the Senior Citirens Center Elkins has served as chairman for
at full purchase pnce.
the past four years and opened the
• A $100 deposit is required and position to anyone who wanted it,
will . be returned if the building is but the group voted him in again.
left clean, trash is -removed and all
Lance Allison was voted viceother rules are followed. And if chair and Mayor Tom Rushing was
-rattes---are -- moved.= they -must be elected board secretary and treasurreturned to their original position.
er.

From Front

II Vandalism
From Front
this is 2.0 by- 30 feet," tie said
They couldn't put it in their room;
they' would have to hang it off the
side of their house."
Although Duncan would like to
see his flag back, he mostly wants
retribution for the theft.
"I don't want the person who
took the . flag to just ;t+%.k up atur
MURRAY
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expect to get $500," he said."I want
someone to collect .and someone
else _to:have -to -pay:for it; even if
their punishment is to come here to
raise'thatflag every morning."
lie said there will not be another
flag put up until security cameras
are installed around his business.
it is sad that I have to spend
about $1,000 in security to have a
nag. said-Duncan.
For more information, call 7594851. To.report information, call the
sheriff's office.

MSU Public Safety
investigating
alleged altercation
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State University Police
received a report Wednesday about
an alleged altercation between two
acquaintances on campus.
According to a release from
Murray State's News Bureau, the
incident occurred about 7:30 a.m.
Monday when two subjects were
arguing on the northwest corner of
Springer College.
They returned to separate campus locations following the incident.
MSU Public Safety is conducting an investigation.

The following is an event that
are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• The Calloway County District
Taxing Board will meet Monday,
Sept. 15, at 6:30 p.m. in the meeting room of the CalloWay County
Extension Office.
• The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board will meet Monday,
Sept. 15, at 6 p.m. in the conference room of the Chamber of
Commerce. The Boy Scouts of
America Scout-A-Rama is on the
agenda.
• The Murray Public Works
Committee will meet Sept. 25
regarding the matter of curbside
containers.
No time has been noted for that
meeting.

If You Need Health Insurance...
and read this!

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides Health Insurance for:
• Individuals
• Groups
• Self-Employed
• Farmers
• Dependents

Also:

• Life Insurance
• Long Term Care Insurance
• Disability Income Insurance

•Medicare Supplements
BEL-AIR CENTER• MURRAY

dihien MOD

753-4151

•'Alley' ...
City, county officials
From Front
weigh in on hospital
leadership search effort
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Recruiter Paul Betzold
Anderson & Associates met with
the Murray City Council and
Calloway County Fiscal Court
Friday morning to generate information on search characteristics for
a new hospital CEO.
A recruitment firm was recently
selected by the Murray-Calloway
Hospital
County
Board
of
Commissioners to find a new president/CEO for MCCH following the
resignation of Isaac Coe from that
position in July.
Many of the members of the
group repeated the same sentiment
to Betzold, which was finding a
good "people person" who would
be active in the community. •
"This individual has to be
approachable," said City Council
member Danny Hudspeth.
Some felt They needed -t-o- find someone who is especially good at
dealing with the day-to-day operations of the hospital, especially in
dealing with the staff.
"Sometimes it is those people in
the trenches that are your key people," said City Council member
Rita Henley.
Others expressed the right candi-

date would understand that Murray
has no aspirations to be anything
more that a close-knit community.
"We are not New York, St. Louis or
Nashville," county magistrate
Bobby Stubblefield said. -We are
Murray."
City
Councilman
Tommy
Sanders even suggested a familiar
name — or at least some of the
same qualities — for the position.
"I'd like to have a CEO with the
same qualities of Stuart Poston," he
said.
Betzold said he met with Poston
and felt he was the type of CEO that
the community is looking for.
"Mr. Poston exemplified one of
those things you mentioned earlier,
and that's people skills."
The entire group agreed that they
did not want anyone who was looking at the CEO position as a window to retirement.
"We don't want anyone to come
here to wind down their career,"
said Betzold.
He said the next step was finding
applicants. He would begin screening 70 to 100 applications or
resumes and wheedling the list
down to a few that will be presented to the board of commissioners in
10 to 12 weeks.

Murray City Administrator Don
Elias said Edwards is not the only
property owner in Murray to find
such an alleyway behind his home.
In the same vein, Elias said, he is
not the first person the city has told
that no cleanup would be performed.
"We do find alleys in the core,
older parts of the city, developed as
far back as 50 years ago," Elias said.
"There were a lot of home deliveries
of products (and) the alleys were
there to facilitate that."
He said some property owners
simply opt to assume ownership of
the alleys, becoming responsible for
their upkeep. He said the matter of
ownership can be decided in court,
but City Attorney Don Overbey said
entities such as the city council are
•

virtually powerless to take ownership of the alley areas.
"There's nothing to close,"
Overbey said of the alley. "There's
nothing the council can do."
However, Overbey also said that
the council does have the authority
to assign monies for the cleanup.
The council did not do that
Thursday, though, and Murray
Mayor Tom Rushing advised
against them doing that in the
future.
"If you do this, you're opening a
can of worms," Rushing said. "I'm
sympathetic to Mr. Edwards, but if
we do it for him, we have to do it for
everybody."
Elias said very few of the alleys
are actually aCcessible to vehicle
traffic. A few of them are even used
as drainage areas. Exactly how
many there are in the city, though,
he could not say.

•Iraq ...
From Front
from the Middle East, but the soldier chose to remain behind to help
with orientation for their replacements.
Kevin Morehead graduated from
Little Rock Central High School
and briefly attended the University
of Arkansas in Fayetteville before
joining the Army. He was called to
Afghanistan in October 2001 and
stayed until February 2002 before

he was posted to Iraq this past
January.
The soldier was quoted in the
book "The Hunt for Bin Laden" by
Robin Moore describing how the
Afghanistan operations played out
in the months after the Sept. 11
attacks. Morehead also was among
10 special forces soldiers who last
year placed a piece of World Trade
Center debris in an Afghanistan battlefield. The photo appeared on
newspaper front pages.

Fletcher campaign is first on television
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
first television commercial of the
fall campaign for Ernie Fletcher
went on the air Friday, a 30-second
spot in which his wife introduces the
Republican candidate to audiences in western
Kentucky.
The "bio ad"
features Glenna
Fletcher giving a
rundown of her
husband's career
highlights — Air
Force
fighter
Fletcher
pilot, engineer,
physician, lay minister and 6th
District congressman.
Her summation: "With all the
healing and changes we need in
Frankfort, Ernie's had the right
experiences in life to be our governor." It plays on the main theme of
Fletcher's campaign — that it's time
for a change after 32 straight years
of Democratic administrations.

Fletcher has double
Chandler's campaign money
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Democrat Ben Chandler has half the
money in the race for governor as his Republican opponent Ernie
Fletcher.
Chandler has a cash balance of about $1.2 million, while Fletcher
has about $2.4 million on hand, according to campaign finance records
filed late Friday with the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance.
From Sept. 1 to Sept. 11, Chandler spent about $185,000 on his
campaign. Fletcher, whose latest report only covers until Sept. 9, spent
nearly $88,000.
While Fletcher has held a monetary lead over Chandler during the
general election, he has spent nearly $930,000. Chandler has spent
about $671,000.
During the latest reporting period, Chandler raised almost $159,000.
Fletcher, the 6th District Congressman, reported raising nearly
$303,000.
For the entire campaign, Chandler has reported raising about $1.9
million. Fletcher has so far reported raising about $3.3 million.

rate "issue ad" funded by the
Republican Governors Association.
It promotes Fletcher as a "modernday Kentucky hero" who will
"change Frankfort." It does not
specifically ask anyone to vote for
Fletcher or against his Democratic
opponent, Attorney General Ben
Chandler.
But Chandler's campaign manager said the Republican Governors ad
lacks only "the magic words," such
as "Vote for Fletcher," to qualify as
an out-and-out campaign ad.
"There_ is no 'issue' in that ad.
The only issue is: Ernie Fletcher
should be elected governor. ... This
is an expressed advocacy ad if!ever
saw one," Mark Nickolas said at a
news conference.
Nickolas said Chandler's campaign would ask the Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance to
investigate the ad. The campaign
contends that the ad amounts to a
contribution to Fletcher's campaign
— an illegal contribution at that,
since the governors' association
takes corporate contributions.

The candidate is seen but not
heard — walking down a street
among a crowd of pedestrians, donning a stethoscope and ending, portrait fashion, with his wife, children
and grandchildren.
The ad began airing on stations in
Paducah, Hopkinsville, Bowling

Green and Evansville, Ind. "It's
clearly an important area. We wanted to ... start sharing Ernie's background with the folks in western
Kentucky," campaign spokesman
Wes Irvin said.
The Fletcher campaign ad nearly
coincided with the debut of a sepa-

The candidate's education plan
targets the estimated 9,000 firstgraders in the state who have trouble reading. Using intervention programs, Fletcher aims to have the
students reading on their appropriate level by third grade.
"A child that doesn't learn to
read gets frustrated and may drop
out later," he said. "Then they get
involved in the criminal justice system and don't hold good jobs. Not
being able to read leads to other
things in life."
While Fletcher said he believes
improved literacy will help reduce
disruptions in schools, he has a safety component to his education plan.
More alternative programs should
be available to schools, he said, giving students with behavior problems
an opportunity to succeed.
"If children are disrupting the
class, then you can move them out,"
Fletcher said of the plan, which
could involve a separate school or
classroom. "You don't throw away
any children. Sometimes you have
to work with their families and
intervene."

Despite a tight budget that threat- Would join 34 other states that recens state programs, Fletcher wants ognize fetal homicide as a crime,
more money to go to local school according to information provided
districts and teachers. He said edu- by Fletcher's campaign office.
cation funding has increased in
"It has been the Democrat leaderrecent years, but it went toward ship that has held it up," Fletcher
building a larger bureaucracy in said in the interview. "I am not a
Frankfort and not to classrooms and partisan person, but the Democrats
their teachers.
have kept this from being passed."
Fletcher announced Thursday his
Fletcher pledges to replace scansupport for fetal homicide legisla- dal with values in state government
tion. Known as the "Caleb-Haley and create a more efficient infraAct," it would recognize the death structure. "We are really going to
of an unborn child as criminal homi- make systematic changes in
cide if the death is caused under cir- Frankfort," he said. "(Attorney
cumstances that constitute murder, General and Democratic gubernatofirst- or second-degree manslaugh- rial candidate Ben Chandler) can't
ter or reckless homicide.
do that. And he's not pro-life. He
"There have been numerous doesn't share the values of many
cases around the state where inno- people in western Kentucky."
cent unborn children have lost their
The run for governor is
lives at the hands of individuals, Fletcher's 10th election, and his
who, under current Kentucky law, largest campaign yet. He would be
cannot be prosecuted," Fletcher the first Republican governor since
said.
Louie B. Nunn, whose four-year
The legislation would defend term ended in 1971.
unborn lives and hold others
"I've never felt as much electricaccountable for their actions, the ity during a campaign," he said.
candidate said. If the act passes the "People are excited because they are
2004 General Assembly, Kentucky ready for change."

•Fletcher ...
From Front
should be friendlier and expenses in
Frankfort should be cleaned up and
justified. Fletcher, who was born in
Mt. Sterling and is a long-time
Lexington resident, wants to work
with regional universities, like
Murray State, and the state's federal
delegation to recruit businesses into
the commonwealth.
"Yes, it's a soft national economy, but jobs are created at the state
level," he said. "We'd like to create
100,000 jobs. People have left
Kentucky. We need to modernize
our tax system to be business friendly. We need to analyze the impact of
small businesses and reduce their
costs."
Education is another priority for
Fletcher, who currently represents
Kentucky's 6th Congressional
District."Read to Achieve" addresses literacy, an issue Fletcher says
could help close the state's achievement gap if improved. Seventy-one
percent of fourth-graders in
Kentucky read just at or below their
grade level, he said.

Four Rivers Center for the Performing Arts presents...

CALL TODAY!(270)443-9932

_
1,,
"Oh Figaro

Yellowjackets

September 16, 2003 (G) 7:30PM

September 23,2003 0) 7:30 PM

Tilghman Auditorium in Paducah

Executive Inn Showroom in Paducah

Homecoming
We Invite You To Come loin Us

Sunday, September 14th '1
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Service: 10:45 a.m.

Speaker:
Former Pastor Wayne Carter
Potluck Meal At Noon

SCOTTS GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
produced by National Theatre
, of the Deaf
4=m4.

alma -

— vimmr

S Hwy. 641 North - 2 Miles North of Roy Stewart Stadium
PUBLIC WELCOME
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Obituaries
John Marce Robertson

Imes-Miller

John Manx Robertson, 50, Parliment Place, Nashville. Tenn., formerly Albert Eugene (Gene) Sills
of Murray: died suddenly Tuesday.4ept. 9,2003. at his
The luneral for Albert Eugene (Gene) Sills will be Sunda at 3 p.m. in
home.
the
chapel of Milne! & Orr I-Uneral Home. Paducah. Dr. E. Lee James w ill
& Cremator
FINER AL HOME
A computer software engineer, he was an Army and officiate. Burial will follow in the Wootilawn Memorial Gardens,4)aducah.
753-7000
Air Force veteran of the Vietnam War. He was an Eagle
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Saturday).
753-8888
Boy Scout out of First United Methodist Church where
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's Association,
Oren L. Hull
he also had received his God and Country Award. He Louisville Chapter, 3703 Tayiorsville Rd., Suite 102. Louisville, KY 40220.
Oren L. Hull, 83, Tulsa, Okla., formerly of Murray, Ky., died Thursday,
was a member of First United Methodist Church,
Mr. Sills, 76, Paducah, died Wednesday. Sept. ID. 2()03. at 10:05 p.m. at
Sept. 11.2003,in Tulsa.
Murray.
Paducah Centre.
He was born Dec. 21, 1919. in Branson, Mo. One
He was born April 4, 1953, in Murray. His father,
A retired welder for Union Tank Car Co., Whiting, Ind., he was a selfson, David C. Hull, preceded him in death.
Flavil Robertson, and one sister, Karen Ann Robertson, employed mechanic and former owner/operator of Sills Garage and Grocery
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Clark Carman
both preceded him in death.
in Paducah. He was a member of the Boilermakers Union operated in
Hull, to whom he had been married for 58 years; one
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Michelle Indiana, and was of Baptist faith.
Robertson
son, Donald P. Hull Sr., and daughter-in-law, Linda
Phillips and husband, Channing, Tuscaloosa, Ala., and
He was the son of the late Jesse James Sills and Lear Mae.Sikes Sills.
Layman-Hull, Tulsa, Okla.; daughter-in-law, Amy G. Andrea Robertson, Glendale, Ariz.; two sons, Elijah Robertson, Glendale, Two sisters and one brother also preceded him in death.
Hull, Monticello, Ky.; two grandsons, Justin K. Hull, Ariz., and Casey Robertson, Cleveland, Ohio; his mother, Mrs. Lillian
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sue Apperson Sills, to whom he had
Monticello, and Donald P. Hull Jr., Tulsa, Okla.; one Robertson, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Rosetta Robertson Todd, Murray, and been married for 54 years; one daughter, Mrs. Suzanne Hines. Paducah:
sister, Mrs. Betty Mae Stewart, and brother-in-law, Burl Miss Lisa Robertson, Dallas, Texas; one brother, Paul Robertson and wife, three sons, Douglas Sills, Jeff Sills and Shelby Sills, all of Padticah; three
_• Rebecca, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
Stewart, Branson, Mo.
sisters, Mrs. Onita Nicholls and Mrs. Betty Sumner. both of Paducah, and
The funeral will be Monday at 2 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home Mrs. Carolyn Wiggins, Murray; seven grandsons.
A memorial service will be Monday at 10 a.m. at
Hull
First Christian Church, Murray, Ky. Burial will follow with the Rev. Larry Daniel officiating. Burial will be in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be after 4 p.m. Sunday at J.H. Churchill.
in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
C. Jim Owens
Visitation will be at the church after 9 a.m. Monday.
C. Jim Owens, 72, Benton, died Friday. Sept. 12, 2003. at 9:45 a.m. at
Ninde Funeral Home,Tulsa, Okla. is in charge of arrangements.
Johnny Ray Simpson
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Graveside services for Johnny Ray Simpson were Friday at 10 a.m. at
He was a member of the Brewers High School State Championship
Mrs. JoAnn Kidd
Memorial Cemetery, Paris, with Bro. Randy Stephens officiating.
Basketball team of 1948, and was named to the All-State Tournament team.
The funeral for Mrs. JoAnn Kidd will be today (Saturday) at 11 a.m. in
Pallbearers were John Eldridge, Chris Flat, Tommy Reynolds Jr., Joe He was a former coach of the Benton Little League Baseball and a member
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Gary Knuckles and John Rone, Terry Hardgraves, Jimmy Grim and Clint Golf. McEvoy Funeral of New Bethel Baptist Church.:
• .
Hoover will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Home of Paris, Tenn., was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Owens retired in 1988 as manager of Benton Electric System.
Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to defray the funeral cost to P.O.
One son, Charles David Owens, preceded him in death: He was the son
Mrs. Kidd, 68, Griggstown Road, Calvert City, died Wednesday, Sept. Box 158, Paris, TN 38242. For information call 1-731-642-1441.
of the late Ray Owens and Manon Hanley Owens.
Mr. Simpson, 31, Stringer Lane, New Concord, died Tuesday, Sept. 9,
10, 2003, at 2:52 p.m. Her death was from injuries sustained in an automoSurvivors include his wife. Mrs. Anna Sue Lawrence Owens,-to -whom
2003. He was reported dead on arrival at Henry County Medical Center, he was married for 54 years; two sons, Dwayne Owens. Benton. and Dr.
bile accident on U.S. Highway 641 North, Benton.
A homemaker,she was a member of Briensburg Church of Christ and of Paris. Tenn, His death was reported to be from a hunting accident.
Dennis Owens, Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Donna Owens Murphy, Benton;
Marshall County Hospital Auxiliary.
A truck driver, he was a graduate of Henry County High School, Paris, three granddaughters, Jessica Owens, Benton, and Paige Owens and Ashley
She was the daughter of the late Joe Young and Treva Byers Young. One and a member of Sulphur Well Church of Christ. He was born Aug. 3, 1972, Owens, both of Paducah.
sister also preceded her in death.
in Dallas,Texas.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of-Collier Funeral
Survivors include two sons, Johnny Simpson Jr. and Joseph Avery. Home,Benton. The Rev. David York will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Survivors include her husband, Frank Kidd; two sons, Tommy Kidd,
Hopkinsville, and Terry Kidd, Benton; one brother, Gary Young, Benton; Simpson, both of Paris, Tenn.; his father, Steve Arlen Simpson. and his Brewers Cemetery.
four grandchildren, Scott Kidd and Buffy Kidd Wallace, both of Benton,and mother, Brenda Lou Reynolds Simpson, both of New Concord; one sister,
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Saturday).
Shay Howell and Payton Kidd, both of Hopkinsville; one great-grandchild, Mrs. Tammy Jean Mathis, Paris, Tenn.; two brothers, Steven Simpson. New
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Diabetes
Concord, and Timothy Simpson, Bermont, Texas.
Allison Kidd, Benton.
Association, 1941 Bishop Lane, Suite 110. Louisville, KY 40218.
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Kentucky Speaker lays out
'truth in government' plan
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Speaker Jody Richards outlined his "truth in government" plan
— on Friday, recounting much of
the same proposal he campaigned
on during his failed gubernatorial
bid.
Richards said he planned to prefile four separate bills that make up
the total proposal later in the day.
Targeting nepotism, no-bid contracts, "double-dipping," and "burrowing" in state government,
Richards said his plan would help
officials "avoid the very appearance
of evil."
Under Richards' plan, candidates
for statewide office would be
required to release their two previous federal and state tax returns.
Candidates would not be allowed on
the ballot until their returns were
filed with the secretary of state,
Richards said.
The state budget director would
also be required to release an annual
report on the state's finances. That
report would be made public and
posted on the Internet, Richards
said.
"People have a right and a need
to know what's going on," Richards
told reporters ,while seated at his
desk at the state Capitol.
All state contracts, except in
cases where there is no competition,
would have to be competitively bid,
Richards said. However, not all contracts would be awarded based on
lowest price, he said.

Employees who retire under the
Kentucky Employee Retirement
System would be prevented from
working a second government job
shortly after retiring from a first,
Richards said. "Double-dipping"
would be curbed by requiring
employees to wait two years before
returning to a full-time job in the
ICERS system, he said.
Employees and officials who
leave their state jobs would not be
allowed to do business with the state
for 18 months rather than the current
six. Also, high-ranking state officials would not be allowed to hire or
appoint members of their own family to jobs within the executive
branch.
In an effort to prevent "burrowing" — when state employees leave
non-merit jobs for protected state
merit jobs — employees would not
be protected by the merit system for
one year, instead of the current six
months.
Richards said most of his latest
proposal is the same as the ethics
plan he suggested during his primary election run for governor. The
plan to prevent "burrowing" was a
new one, which he adopted from
Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Ben Chandler, Richards said.
Mark Nickolas, Chandler's campaign manager, said the attorney
general supported the plan.
U.S. Rep. Ernie Fletcher, the
Republican nominee for governor,
has campaigned on a slogan of
"restoring hope" in state government.

PSC says getbraced for
higher gas
bills in fall
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Public Service Commission
on Friday issued a warning for
natural gas customers: Brace for
higher bills this fall.
The average monthly bill for
customers of Kentucky's five
largest gas retailers will increase
about $17, up from $38 a year
ago, based on average usage in
September through November,
the commission said in a statement.
Kentucky is beginning to see
the effect of a "sustained national
run-up" in natural gas prices that
began late last winter, the statement said.
Wholesale cost of natural gas
is not regulated, but gas utilities
may pass along price increases to
consumers only on a dollar-fordollar basis.
They are not permitted to earn
a profit on wholesale prices, the
statement said.

Community hanlim wear
a lot of different hats.

Not lust About
Life Insurance...
•Long Term Care
• Annuities
• Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance

Calloway Red Cross annual meeting to be Monday
The annual meeting of the Calloway County Chapter of the American
Red Cross will be Monday, Sept. 15, at 6 p.m. in the third floor theatre of
the Curris Center. It is open to the public.
During the business meeting, an overview of the 2003 fiscal finances
and programs will be discussed, as well as committee reports, recognition
of retiring board members and election of new members and officers.

Ryan Edwards
New York Life
Insurance
Company

Kentucky ADA Outreach workshops set for Murray
Employers, vocational counselors and job seekers are invited to training
workshops offered by the Kentucky ADA Outreach. The workshops will be
held Tuesday, Sept. 23, at the Murray Holiday Inn Express.
A 2003 update regarding recent court decisions will be held from 10
a.m.-noon. From 1:30-3:30 p.m., the topic will cover how public officials
and law enforcement officers can better assist citizens with disabilities.
There is no charge, but registration is required by September 16. Reply
to Center for Accessible Living/Murray at 753-7676 or 753-7729 (tty) or
via email atjgallimore@calky.org.

Throughout most of the day, we wear our banker hats. So, we're making loans, opening accounts.
providing investment advice, and reinvesting in our community. But when we're not at the bank, we
have a lot of different hats to wear. That's because our responsibility to the community doesn't end
when we walk out the front door of the bank. So, you can find us doing everything from coaching little
league teams to volunteering in local charitable organizations. We think that's a parr of being a
community bank. It's also—part of what makes doing
business with a community bank like ours a pretty good idea.

Financial Powcr Aitit Hcre At Nom:

d)
1
Murray Bank

:
The Company You Keep
(270) 753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray

The

Nlember FDIC

405 S. 12th Si. • 700 N. 12th St • Murray, KY
270-7b3-5626
wvvwthemurraybank.com

How Banking Should Be

Crass Furniture WillBe Closed-September 15, 166
.i17
to preparefor our Norwalk Factory Authorized-Sale.
We will reopen Thursday, September 18.
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VVIutt You've Been Missing"
103 South 3rd St. • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
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Another Opinion
' following are editorials published by various newspapers in Kentucky and
provided by the Associated Press. These editorials are not to be mistaken as
representing a position taken by The Associated Press or the Murray Ledger
& Times:

•The Courier-Journal, Louisville
Kentuckians recentlygot another not very-pretty picture of the choice
their state senators and representatives made last spring when they decided
not to raise revenue.
They saw some of the real people who are being affected now that
Medicaid services are being cut to make up for a $450 million shortfall:
the 75-year-old woman who suffers from heart disease and emphysema
and carries around an oxygen tank so she can breathe, for example and the
41-year-old man who has severe brain damage and seizures and can't
speak. These two individuals and about 2,000 others whom one health care
provider described as "not folks who come to play bingo," have been told
they are no longer eligible for nursing home care or adult day care because
money must be saved for even sicker and more disabled patients.
, We'll say this for the committee that met last Tuesday and accepted the
emergency regulations that cut these services: At least its members aren't
hypocrites.
L-ast spring -lawnsakers--veted-for-a
At least this group of them_ owned up to the human cost of that decision 7-and to the reality that the only the only options are bad options.
Lawmakers played a big role in creating this big problem. The only
good news is that they have the power to fix it too.

•The Independent, Ashland
For the first time,just under 40 percent of families covered by the
Kentucky Children's Health Insurance Program (KCHIP) will have to start
paying monthly-premiums beginning in November. However, the $20 per
month premium being assessed on families of four with monthly incomes
between $2,301 and $3,607 should not be so onerous to prevent any child
from receiving medical care.
The premium Will be the same for families of four or more within those
incomes regardless of how many children are in the family.
The move is part of the cabinet's efforts to cut costs, in the face of
declining state revenues.
Currently, there are 50,900 Kentucky children served by the KCHIP
program. About 19,300 of those children are in families who will have to
start paying premiums.
KCHIP is one of the success stories in Kentucky..No only
pro,
gram helped the state's youngest residents receive proper medical care —
including preventive medicine — but it has also removed one of the
biggest obstacles in getting mothers off welfare: The loss of medical benefits for their children.
Twenty dollars a month is a small price to pay for medical care for your
children. It is better to assess a premium to higher-income recipients than
to cut costs by eliminating some of those same beneficiaries from the program.

Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort. Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
web: www,senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181
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Dean's Gun
Control Stance
A product of his state
and his medical training
WashingionToday
WASHINGTON(AP) — Guncontrol advocates say Howard Dean
is a National Rifle Association
poster boy. The NRA says he is
"schizophrenic" on guns. Other
critics say the Democratic presidential hopeful seeks one set of gun
rules for white communities, another for black ones.
Nobody seems to be happy with
Dean's split-the-middle approach to
gun control.
That is, nobody but Dean and
his supporters. The Democratic
front-runner predicts his moderate
views will find favor with voters in
the 2004 campaign.
Dean supports modest gun-control that addresses the most onerous
holes in federal legislation. Beyond
that, he would leave gun regulation
up to states, where crime rates and
attitudes about guns vary widely.
"I'm comfortable where I am on
the issue, and it's a product of
where I live and what I've done in
my life," the former Vermont governor said in a recent interview
with The Associated Press.
Dean grew up on New York's
Park Avenue but has lived most of
his adult life in Vermont, where
hunting is popular, the murder rate
is low and gun-control legislation is
practically verboten.
But he is also a former doctor
who attended Albert Einstein
School of Medicine in New York
City, and served his residency at a
Bronx hospital, where gunshot
wounds kept the staff busy.
Dean recalls a 9-year-old boy
being rushed into the emergency

bylionFournier
room with a chest wound. "I was
the first in and could see his little
chest heaving and blood coming
and knowing he could die," Dean
said. "It was pretty awful."
Gun control isn't needed in
Vermont, Dean said, but it might
save lives in places where 9-yearolds get shot.
"My position on gun control is
not driven by ideology. It's driven
by pragmatism," Dean said this
week. "I think people are entitled to
make their own laws. I just don't
want laws made in Washington that
don't make sense."
Thus, he would allow states to
pass tougher laws but supports, as a
minimum, the federal assault
weapons ban, which is scheduled to
expire in the middle of the general
election fight. He also wants instant
background checks, including at
guns shows, and would ensure that
current gun laws are enforced.
These positions would be news
to most Vermont voters. Their former governor made little mention
of gun control while serving in
Vermont, where he earned an "A"
rating from the pro-gun NRA.
The greatest firearm restriction
imposed during Dean's five terms
in office was a 1995 law forbidding
guns on schools grounds — not
exactly groundbreaking gun control.
While other governors targeted
guns in response to school violence,
Dean asserted that better enforcement and stronger families were the
answer, not more laws. After the
1999 rampage at Columbine High

AP File Photo

School in a Denver suburb, Dean
said,"The remedy is not simply in
the law. It's mostly in the community and in the home."
His presidential rivals point to
Dean's record as evidence that he's
out of touch with key Democratic
constituencies, including urban
minorities who live close to gun
violence. They say he's shifted his
position to pander to liberal primary voters.
"However much Howard Dean
works to reinvent his record on
guns, he can't walk away from the
NRA's highest rating," said Jim
Jordan, campaign manager for Sen.
John Kerry of Massachusetts.
Dean points out on the stump
that support for Democrats in rural
areas has fallen off in the past several election cycles in large part
because of the party's stance on
guns. He touts his position to
activists as a reason why he would
do better than his rivals against
President Bush.
In Vermont,"I always said if
you could pass me a gun control
bill that would save lives, I'd sign
it," Dean said this week. But with a
low state crime rate,"I never felt
there was any kind of gun control
that would stop the murders that
were happening."
As for high-crime states, Dean
said he does not know whether gun
control would help curb violence.

"But I think it's responsible to
let them try things, because things
are really awful and I don't want
any 9-year-old kids badly hurt,"
Dean said. "Let New York have all
the gun control they want."
Peter Hamm of the Brady
Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence,
a gun-control group, said Dean's
let-states-choose policy ignores an
obvious fact: Guns are an interstate
business.
"They're selling guns in
Vermont that are killing people in
New York City," Hamm said.
On the other side of the political
spectrum, NRA Executive Vice
President Wayne LaPierre said
Dean's efforts to please everybody
leave him "schizophrenic" on guns.
"You can't be rated 'A' in
Vermont and earn an 'A' with liberal anti-gun Democrats in
Washington," he said.
In this week's debate, Dean's
position was cast in racial terms
when a questioner suggested he
wanted one policy for white states
like Vermont and another for urban
areas.
Carol Moseley Braun, one of
two black candidates for president,
shot back,"I support one set of
rules."
Ron Fournier has been covering
politicsfor The Associated Press
since 1993.

The True and Forgotten Crops of Farming
"What would you take to read if you
were going to a desert island?"
Shakespeare and the Bible usually head
most quick lists, but
more extended reflection usually hones in on
categories. "Fiction?"
"Non-Fiction?"
"Petty?""Books?"
"Magazines?"
We were reminded
This week That William
Faulkner's hunting stories are our continuing
Southern choice of fiction (or
Seen
semi-fiction). Ever since
By Larry
we discovered them
McGehee
.t"The
Syndicated
Autumn.""The Old
Columnist
People" and the rest)
over 40 years ago, they
have represented the essence of transcendentalism.,the.spiritualization of nature, the
- rornantiei/ing of youthful innocence and of

lose ol simplicity and a vanishing rural
southern landscape recalled and enshrined.
But we had not realized what a vacuum
absorbing those stories long ago had left in
our soul, what an ache and emptiness we
felt because the link they expressed for us
between youthful innocence and primitive
woods had lac.en_left behind for decades,
with no literary replacement in sight.
Faulkner was gone. Eden had vanished, we
had aged, the woods had been carved and
avhatted and wired: and we had learned to
live amidst modernity, masses and motion.
The woods had been our first school,
and being grown and gone from them, we
learned to substitute real campuses for
those vanished cathedrals. But it is not the
•
.. _
-Sheerly by chance we lucked upon a little hook by Robert Ashcom: "Winter Run:
Stones of an enchanted boyhood in a lost
time and place"(Algonquin Books of
Chapel Hill. 2002). Ashton is a farmerwriter in Warrenton. Va., who has.been a

school teacher, a breeder and trainer of
thoroughbred horses, and master of hounds
and huntsman for the Tryon Hounds in
North Carolina, half an hour away from us.
Set in Virginia, probably near
Charlottesville,"Winter Run" is the episodic account of the coming age of young
Charlie Lewis in the post World War II
years. The stones are very Faulkneresque
Charlie Lewis. whom we watch grow (in
wisdom, stature, curiosity, interests) from
age 6 to IS, reminds us of Chuck Manson,
and his black mentor. Matthew, is an evocation of Faulkner's Antaeus-like Ike
McCaslin or Sam Fathers, stewards of the
old ways at one with the land.
Each Ashcom story stands on its own
merits, btit all arc linked thrqugh recurring_
central characters and the chroniclgof
Charlie's development and the presence of
native storytellers.
In assorted episodes. Charlie defies
authority by facing down a huge boar in a
pigpen, falls in love_widva_one,eyed mule,

buries the mule, gets a pony, encounters a
Episcopal chapel his father helped build.
red-tailed hawk, watches his absentee execIn prose that can summon tears or
utive father turn into a hero through conlaughter almost effortlessly, Ashcom sucrroarignkgi forest
r ts fire,
aptuh
hunts
ru ta
s
ceeds in transforming what has to be his
sqNum
e se,nlearns
a. about fox hounds, learns foxown story into fiction that rings of reality
tracks and pets a gray vixen fox,
and emotions that all southern boys who
learns about bird dogs, participates in
are now old men will recognize. The ability
hunting,lling
to express.for us_sentiments_and to find.
mouth snake and attends funerals of family
meanings often too deep for our own words
and mentors. .
makes Robert Ashcom a welcomed visitor
But these are only the "occasions", mile- in our lives.
stones in a boy's evolution. What gives
Farmers have vanished (down to only 2
them meaning is author Ashcom's ability to percent of the national workforce), but
turn commonplace and ordinary experiwhat we belatedly have recognized is that
ences into spiritual epiphanies, to see the
the most important crops of the old farms
meanings behind meanderings, to find
was not tobacco, nor cotton, nor corn, nor
divinity in dogs and dirt and drudgery.
livestock — but farmers, sturdy citizens
If the evideoce of God's working
whom Jefferson idolized and wham we can
through seasons, land, rituals, mysteries of
only remember wistfully.
nature and experienced parochial people is
0 2003, Wofford College, S.C.
not clear enough to the reader, Ashcom
makes it explicit in the final chapter, when
Larry McGehee, vice president and proan old Charlie, long gone from his farm
fessor at Wofford College, can be contacted
and woods and influenop, returns to the
bye-mail at. mcgeheell@wofford.edu.
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Changes in our lives
may cause us to resist

lo's
Datebook

Anniversary

SeniorActivities

The Newsletter from Jane Steely, Calloway
County Extension Agent for Family & Consumer
Sciences always includes special activities, recipes,
homemaker club information, etc.
"Why We Resist Change" was one of the articles
from the recent Newsletter and is printed as follows:
"Why We Resist Change
• It threatens our security.
• We know our power may be limited.
• We doubt our ability to get through it.
Regardless of our mind set, we are constantly
experiencing change. Look for the positive in each
situation."

By Jo Burkeen
Community Editor
,
. Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will meet Tuesday, Sept. 16, at 11 a.m. at the Big Apple.
For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Hospital retirees to meet

North Council meeting Monday
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will have
a special called meeting to discuss personnel on Monday, Sept. 15, at 7:30
a.m. at the school. Margaret Cook, principal, urges all members to attend.

Alumni and Associates will meet
Calloway County Alumni and Associates will meet Tuesday, Sept. 16, at
6 p.m. at Pagliai's. Nominations for the board of directors to replace the
members who will be concluding their term will be accepted.

MES Council events planned
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday, Sept. 16, at 4 p.m. in the conference room. The Budget cornSept.- 15rat-Iimm-at theseheet.-7
rizttec

MHS COuncil will meet
Murray High School Site-Based Decision Making Council will1 meet
Monday, Sept. 15, at 5 p,tm in the library. Teresa Speed, principal, invites
all interested persons.

Brooks Chapel plans revival
Ministers, Dale Mathis. Bill Copeland, Stephen Webb and Mark
Earheart, will be speakers at the revival at Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church starting Sunday, Sept. 14, and continuing through Wednesday, Sept.
17. Services will be at 7 p.m.

Hazel Lodge will meet Tuesday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 of Hazel will meet Tuesday, Sept. 16,
at 6 p.m. at Ryan's at Murray. Calendar activities for the year 2004 will be
planned. All members are urged to attend.

Kirksey Lodge will meet Tuesday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 of Kirksey will meet Tuesday, Sept.
16, alt 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. All lodge members are urged to attend. For information call 489-6251.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday, Sept. 15, at 4:30 p.m. in the counselor's office. The meeting
is open to the public.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, Sept. 16, at Calloway Public
Library. Lou Ann Philpot will present the program on "Oriental Trapunto."
The community room will be available at 5:30 p.m. and the meeting will
start at 6 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have a salad supper and Sing-A-Long Tuesday, Sept, 16, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
Names will be tabled for new members. Hostesses will be Sally DuFord,
Martha Joiner and Shirley Wall.

Republican picnic is today
The Republican picnic, open to the public, will be today, Sept. 13, from
2:30 to 5 p.m. at the Brandon Farm, U.S. 641 South.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday, Sept. 16, from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Center. Persons are asked to note the change in meeting
place.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer blood
pressure and pulse checks and liquid profiles Tuesday, Sept. 16, from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. at Duncan's Grocery, Murray, and from 1 to 3 p.m. at East Y
Grocery, Murray,; and on Wednesday, Sept. 17, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. at Kroger, Murray. For information call 762-1348.

Red Cross Chapter meeting Monday

The annual meeting of the Calloway County Chapter of the American
Red Cross, open to the public, will be Monday, Sept. 15, at 6 p.m. in the
third floor theater of the Murray State University Curris Center. Local Red
Cross stakeholders, including,financial donors, volunteers, course participants and blood donors are invited. A reception will be held and refreshments served at 6 p.m., followed by the annual business meeting.

Murray IMP Chapter will meet

Murray Chapter of the International Association of Administrative
Professionals® (IAAP) will meet Monday, Sept. IS, at 5:15 p.m. in the
Mississippi room of Murray State University Curris Center. Guest speaker
will be Pamela Seward who will speak about "Conflict Resolution." For
information call Marion Hale at 762-2387.

Temple Hill fish fry is today

Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will have a fish fry
today, Sept. 13, from 3 to 8 p.m. at the lodge building, located on Highway
464, east of Almo. Fish, white beans, slaw, french fries, hushpuppies,
dessert and drink will be served for $5 per person. For more information
call 474-8761.

garine and orange.
Tuesday events include Strength
and
Stretch Class from 8 to 9 a.m., a
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens are now settled in our new devotion at 10 a.m., Healthy
for Women at 10:30 a.m.
facility at the George Weaks Lifestyles
in the education room. at 12:30 p.m.
Poplar
St.,
Community Center, 607
our monthly birthday and anniverMurray. Our telephone number is sary celebration will be held. If you
753-0929.
have a birthday or wedding anniverWe invite, you to come and join sary during the month of.September
us for lunch which will be served you are invited to be our special
Tuesday through Friday at 11:30 guest. Grilled chicken sandwich, leta.m. for a donation of $1. Lowfat tuce, tomato slice, au gratin potamilk,coffee and ice tea are our daily toes, bun, margarine and cherry
choices of beverages. Meals are also cobbler will be on the lunch menu.
Wednesday events include
sent to private homes.
Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 a.m.,
The center offers transportation Pinochle Class from 9 to 11 a.m. in
on a daily basis from 9:15 a.m. to education room, Stride with Pride
. 1230 .p,m, If you, live in the city Walkers-at 10 a.m.,,F1 sk.a1h,q/1 rotIR
limits and need a ride to our center, open at 10 a.m. for game, Around
the doctor, grocery store, bank or the World, and Pinochle play at
pharmacy, call at least one day noon. On the lunch menu will be
ahead_of time to schedule your ride. roast beef, sweet potatoes, green
Our exercise room is open beans, biscuit, margarine and strawMonday through Friday from 8 a.m. berry gelatin with fruit cocktail.
events • include
Thursday
to 4:30 p.m. Those who are 60 and Strength and Stretch Class at 8
older are invited to exercise at no a.m., "Ready to Paint" Ceramics
cost. We also have two indoor Class from 9 to 11.a.m.._inthe. gym.
Shuffleboard Courts available. Our and Ping Pong at 12:30 p.m. Pork
basketball court is also open for a riblets, baked beans, slaw, corn
variety of games and times. Times bread, margarine and baked apples
are also set aside for women only. will be on the lunch menu.
Friday events will be Armchair
Contact the center for more details.
Activities and menus for the Aerobics at 8:30 a.m., Stride with
week of Sept. 15-19 have been Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., newly
formed Quitter's Club at 9:30 a.m. in
- —ediKattorFroom with all interested
Monday events include Armchair persons invited, and - open Bridge
-Aerobics at 8:00 a.m., Stride with play at noon. On the lunch menu will
Pride Walkers meet in the lobby at be baked chicken, .mashedApta,
10 a.m. to go walk at Murray State
zucohini and- tomatoes, roll,
RSEC, Ping Pong open from -9 to toes,
and chocolate pudding.
11:30 a.m., Bingo at 12:30 p.m. and
Senior
Murray-Calloway
Caregiver's Support Group in
United
Way_
Center-is
-a
Education Room ,at 12:30 p.m.',On
the lunch menu will be lasagna, agency.
tossed salad, garlic bread, marBY TERI COBB
Activities director

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Rex Paschall
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Rex Paschall of Hazel will celebrate their 40th wedding-anhiverS'ary On Sunday, Sept. 21, 20153.
A reception will be held at Oak Grove Baptist Church, Puiyear, Tenn.,
on Sunday, Sept:21, from 2 to 4 p.m.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family regyests that
guests not bring gifts,-but would be honored-with-a favorite card or memoHosting the reception will be their daughter, Melissa Bogard and husband,Tony,and their son, Chris Paschall and wife, Sharon, along with their
four grandchildren, Logan Bogard, Addyson Bogard, Cody Paschall and
Connor Paschall, and one stepgrandchild, Destiny_Bussell.
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall were married Sept. 21, 1963, at the home of Mrs.
Paschall's parents. Their attendants were Kathey Morton Beach and Danny
Paschall.
Mrs. Paschall, the former Sherrie Jane Morton, is the daughter of the late
Carman Morton and Jane Shelton Morton.
Mr. Paschall is the son of Buster and Opal Wilson Paschall of Murray.

Hospitaltelenus
"Heart-Smart" is the program for
the menus in the cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian, said
the menus are designed following
the guidelines of the American
Heart Association and the American
Dietetic Association.
Menus, subject to occasional
change, for the week of Sept. 15-21
have been released as follows:
Monday - pot roast of beef,'cabbage roll, *lemon pepper chicken, au
gratin potatoes, *cooked carrots,
breaded okra, *red beans and rice,
*vegetable beef and barley soup.
Tuesday - chili, crab cakes, hot
dogs: *smoked turkey on homemade bun, chopped steak with
gravy, broccoli casserole with
cheese, *seasoned green beans,
*sautéed summer squash, herbed
potato pancakes, *chicken gumbo.
Wednesday - sliced roast pork,
*grilled chicken-caesar wrap, *fish

almondine, macaroni with cheese,
*new red potatoes, *Harvard beets,
friend cauliflower, 'Italian wedding
soup.
Thursday - Domino's pizza,
'confetti chicken and rice, baked
ham, 'Francois blend vegetable.
'glazed sweet potatoes, *brussel
sprouts, spicy potato wedge, *garden vegetable soup.
Friday - 'oven roasted chicken,
*stuffed peppers, corn dogs, onion
rings, 'cream style corn, 'sauteed
zucchini squash, baked beans,
cream of potato soup.
Saturday - ham patties, country
fried steak, `baked fish filet, whipped
potatoes with gravy, 'carrot coins,
'baked apples, broccoli and rice
casserole, 'minestrone soup.
Sunday - 'oven fried chicken,
sausage cheese strata, prime sea
strips, *baby lima beans, *spinach,
yellow squash casserole, corn
nuggets, cream of broccoli soup.
(*denotes heart-smart selection)

Maxwell appeals for more
workers for Habitat building
Shaun Maxwell spoke about required
give
-"Habitat for Humanity" at a recent to
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis 500 hours
of 'sweat
Club held at Pam's Cake Hut.
Maxwell said Habitat for equity'
Humanity was founded in 1976 in into
Americus, Ga., and there are over building
3,000 Habitat affiliates and over the house.
These are
150,000 houses have been built.
"We need help, especially in the not free
form of more new workers," houses,
but
the
Maxwell said.
is
She mentioned the help received loan
from the youth group, Kentucky interestChangers. who assisted' on two free and
houses in July. "They worked so the payhard, it was absolutely wonderful ments Shaun Maxwell
received
working them," Maxwell added.
Applications for a house are are recycled into more new homes.Maxwell pointed out that local
available at the Calloway Public
Library. They arc reviewed by a donations to Habitat stay local.
selection committee. Selection is There is no help from the national
based upon need and circumstance. organization. A small percentage
Maxwell said "recipients must be goes into a national pool to assist in
---working-people.--those chosen are-- the starting of new chapter.

BirtliAnnouncement
Kaydence Rachelle Swift
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Dale
Swift of 503 D Northwood, Cir..
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Kaydence Rachelle Swift, born
on Monday, Sept. 8, 2003, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
15 ounces and measured 19 inches.

The mother is the former Kelly S.
Goad.
Grandparents are Bill and DebbyWestbrook, Murray,. Mike Goad,
Mayfield, Mikky and Debbie Stom,
Murray, and Dale and Terry Swift.
Almo.
#
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INSURANCE
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Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

MATINEES SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Once Upon A Time In Mexico
R- 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:30
Jeepers Creepers 2
R - 1;00 - 3:20 - 7:25 - 9:40
Freaky Friday
PG- 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:00 - 9:10
Matchstick Men
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:50 - 7:15 - 9:45
Open Range
R - 12:55 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:55
S.W.A.T.
PG13 - 1:35 - 3:55 - 7:30 - 9:50
The Order
R - 3:55 - 9:45
Seabiscuit
PG13 - 1:05 - 7:00
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU SEPT. 18
Program Information Call 753-3314

SALE
MON.,SEPT. 15th - SAT., SEPT. 20th

20%
Off Storewide
Photo Frames • Prints • Sculpture
Framed Art • Silk Plants
CHRISTMAS ARRIVING SOON!

Can I use your Horne till mine's all better?
Please be a Foster Parent

A child needs you
v.t sTl-RN KY I TIM/ V1FTHODIST

Y SFRVICES

You CAN make a difference in the life
of a child.,Foster Parent training
sessions begin in September. For more
information on becoming a
Foster parent. please call
Western KY United Methodist Family Services
877-998-KIDS (54371

(The Essential-Day Spa
•MASSAGE THERAPY • FACIALS •HAIRCARE
•SUGARING •MANICURES AND PEDICURES
•AROMATHERAPY •BODY WRAPS
Gift Certificates Available
An

AVEDA.
Concept Salon

Named One of America's Fastest
Growing Salons
Mon.-Thurs.94, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 15-2
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray •270-767-0760

"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
Mon.-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9-4
101 N 12th • University Square, Murray
759-1019

-
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Lakers rally
for thrilling
HC victory
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Callowas County. .head .coach
Joe Stonecipher had a feeling Friday night's Homecoming battle with
rival Marshall County would he
decided on the game's last possession.
, But even he couldn't fathom
how this one would 'end up —
nor just how his Lakers got into
position to send a huge red-andwhite-clad crowd home happy.
Brandon Steele's I8-yard touchdown pass to wide receiver Seth
Barrow with only 50 seconds left
provided the winning margin as Calloway overcame two 19-point
deficits for a wild 34-33 triumph
over the Marshals at Jack Rose
Stadium.
-"I said earlier In- the week that ,whoever had the ball .last would
------win -- the -game; Stonecipher
recalled."And,fortunately.'we were
the ones that had it last ... That's
about the best high school football game I've ever been involved
in."
The heroics of Steele and Barrow were only part of a wild,
whacky-fright' at -eetts that ftatured a little bit of everything —
including a combined 768 yards
of total offense, enough gameturning plays for two contests and
a post-game scuffle at midfield.
Marshall County — bidding for

a 2-0 trip through Calloway County in 2003 after defeating Murray
High 24-21 last Friday at Ty Holland Stadium — looked dorriintint
in the early_ going. erasing a 7-0
Calloway lead with 26 unanswered
points to forge what appeared to
be a commanding 26-7 lead at the
halftime break.
But the Lakers (2-2) had other
ideas.
The Marshals took the kickoff
to start the second half;but cracked
open the door to a, CCHS comeback after fumblink. at the Laker
35-yard line.
Calloway took advantage of the
mistake, needing just four plays
to score as a scrambling Steele
found wideout Jay Wyatt in the
end zone from 17 yards out .to
pull the Lakers to within 26-14.
Marshall County appeared to
cei7e cnntrol once 1 lin tam_its.
next possession. using seven plays
to drive 66 yards for its fifth
touchdown of the evening — a
22-yard scamper by senior. tailback Tyler Wallace with 4:47 to
go in the third quarter, making
the score 33-14.
The -key play in the scoiingdrive was a controversial roughing the kicker penalty against the
Lakers, which bailed the Marshals
out of a punting situation near
midfield and kept the drive alive.
The sequence seemed to spell

Astros
rout
Cards

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

DEFENSIVE STAND ... Calloway County defenders Tyler Collins (20) and Adam Renfroe
(90) combine to bring down Marshall County fulllback Jake Champion (45) during a play
in Friday's Homecoming contest at Jack Rose Stadium. Collins interception of Marshall
pass in the final minute sealed the victory for the Lakers in a thriller.
the end tor a Calloway defense anything we were doing offen- using seven plays to drive 67 yards
that would eventually give up a sively or defensively," Stonecipher for its third touchdown of the
total of 343 yards to the Marshall said. "What we were doing scheme- evening — a 7-yard toss from Steele
wise w•' right
-offpse
____Act_BarrowAhat _ sliced _ the deficit
But Stonecipher and the Laker
-(The defense) gave up some to 33-21 with 3:01 remaining in
coaching staff stayed the course, plays that we haven't given up all the third period.
giving their squad the chance to year ... We bent, but we didn't
The Lakers then got a little
mount a comeback.
break.more help from their defensive
"We told our kids at halftime
Calloway answered the Mar- unit, which recovered another fumthat we weren't going to change shall score on its next possession.
II See Page 7A

Tigers light up scoreboard at Massac

MICHAEL DANN,ledger & Times photo

UP AND OVER .. Murray High tailback Brandon Wells (23)
goes airborne against a Massac County (Ill.) defender during the Tigers 48-14 victory over the Patriots Friday night.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
METROPOLIS, Ill. — Rick
Fisher hopes the city of Metropolis, Ill., and Massac County High
School has paid its electric bill.
If it's a little high for the
month of September. Patriot head
coach Kelly Glass can send Fisher part of the bill.
The Murray High he40 coach
and his Tigers lit up the scoreboard early and often in a 48-14
triumph over the host Patriots Friday night in the Land of Lincoln.
The Tigers'. dressed in black
pants with white jerseys, left the
Patriots feeling black and blue as
they scored on command.
Taking a page from last week
— when Murray was punished by
Marshall County's ground game
for nearly 300 yards — the Tigers
went to the ground themselves,
netting close to 350 yards of total
offense — 276 coming on the
ground.
Senior tailback Brandon Wells
turned in a stellar night with 103
yards on 23 rushes. He was helped
by fellow tailback Rashad Troup,
who compiled 90 yards on just
seven touches.
The MHS offense was clicking
on all cylinders against a Patriot
defensive line that Was comprised
solely of juniors and sophomores.
"We scored on Massac quickly and put some points on the
board," Fisher said. "That was a
big key for us (Friday)."
The Tigers fell just short in
their comeback against the Marshals last week, falling 24-21. However, that wasn't the case against
Massac County.

TIGERS 48
Massac Co. 14
Murray
14 11 21 2 — 48
Massac Co. 7
0
0 7 — 14
First Quarter
Mu — Erwin 52 pass from Boles (Masthay kick). 10:13.
Mu — Troup 25 run (Masthay kick). 4:28.
Second Quarter
Ma — Little 4 run (Little kick), 9:26.
Mu — FG Masthay 32, 4.03.
Mu — Ray 2 pass from Boles (Hoover
2-point pass from Masthay), 018.
Third Quarter
Mu — Wells 4 run (Masthay kick), 10:56.
Mu — McElrath 4 run (Masthay kick),
4:18_
Mu — Troup 42 run (Masthay kick), 0:05.
Fourth Quarter
Mu — Massac safety. 11:54
Ma
Little 10 run (Little kick), 3:02.
Team Statistics
Mu
14
38
276
4-12-0
69
345
4-1
7-50

First Downs
Rushes
Rushing Yards
Passing
Passing Yards
Total Yards
Fumbles-lost
Penalties

Ma
11
43
225
0-5-0
225
2-1
5-35

Individual Statistics
Rushing -(Murray) Wells 23.10310. Troup
7-90 2TD Schneider 2-51, Rutledge 120, Stephens 6-7 Rollins 1-5, Boles 1-4
(Massac) Little 24-136 2TD Taborn 1256, Jacobs 6-30, Petty 1-3
Passing - (Murray) Boles 4-12-0 69 210
(Massac) Jacobs 0-5-0 0
Receiving - (Murray) Erwin 3-67 TD,
Hoover 1-3, Ray 1-1 TD.(Massac) None.

It was a point Fisher drove
home to his squad.
"Any time you come to someone else's turf, you have to get
on. the board early," he explained.
"That was big for us. It was important that we got off to a good
start."
Murray jumped on the Pats 7o when Alex Boles connected with
Kyle Erwin for a 52-yard bomb

on Murray's first possession of
the game.
On the Tigers' third possession,
Troup raced down the right sideline for a 25-yard score. Tim Masthay's extra-point kick put the
Tigers up 14-0.
"Troup is a character that can
jump up and play well for us,"
Fisher noted. "We feel real good
about our tandem of backs with
Wells and Rashad. They should
carry us toward the stretch run of
our schedule."
Masthay nailed .a 32-yard field
goal through the uprights with 4:03
left to play in the first half. And
with just :18 seconds left before
the intermission, Boles hooked up
with C.J. Ray from 2-yards out.
Masthay then tossed to Blake
Hoover, who made a nice onehanded snag for the two-point conversion to put MHS up 25-7.
Wells had a 4-yard touchdown
run with 10:56 to play in the third
quarter. A Masthay PAT put Murray up 32-7. Sean McElrath then
fell on a Tiger fumble in the end
zone for his own score with 4:18
to play in the third period, making it a 39-7 MHS advantage.
With just five seconds remaining in the third, Troup, broke off
a 42-yard run to put the Tigers
on top 46-7.
The final points for MHS came
at the start of the fourth quarter
when a pack of Tigers sacked
Massac quarterback Matt Jacobs
in the end zone for a safety.
Defensively, Murray gave up 225
yards of offense to Massac. Most
of that came from Patriot tailback
Seth Little, who gained 136 yards
rushing

HOUSTON (AP) — Jeff Bagwell homered, Richard Hidalgo
had four hits and -pitcher Wade
Miller drove in a career-high four
runs as the Houston Astros routed the St. Louis Cardinals 14-5
in the opener of a big three-game
series Friday night.
The Astros roughed up Woody
Williams and finished with 19
hits, kemaining a game ahead of
the Chicago Cubs in the NL Central:- St, Louis
dropped 3 1/2
off the pace.
Miller
allowed
two
runs and two
". hits
in
six
innings. He also
went 2-for-4 with a pair of doubles and -boosted his RBI total
for the year to -six..
He had an-RBI- double-in the
second, his grounder scored a run
in the third and he added a tworun double in a five-run fourth
inning. He's hitting .166 this season.
Bagwell started the fourth with
his 34th homer off Williams (15). aiir-Everet • • • ': :•
ble and Geoff Blum added an RBI
single in the inning, giving the
Astros an 11-0 lead.
Miller (13-12) didn't allow a
hit until Albert Pujols doubled in
the fourth, and he didn't give up
a run until Mike Matheny's seventh homer in the fifth. Pinchhitter Bo Hart's sacrifice fly got
the second run home in the sixth.
Miller won for the eighth time
in his last 11 decisions. He has
won four straight against the Cardinals and has an 8-3 career record
against them. The right-hander
walked four and struck out five.
Hidalgo went 4-for-5, equaling
his career high for hits accomplished six times, most recently July
18 against Cincinnati. Hidalgo had
two doubles, a triple and a single. Everett tied his career high
with three hits.
St. Louis' So Taguchi hit a
two-run homer, the -first of his
career, off Rick White in the seventh inning. Kerry Robinson had
an RBI triple in the eighth.
Williams has lost six of his
last seven decisions. He snapped
a career-high five-game losing
streak Saturday in a 13-6 victory
over Cincinnati, but the Astros
jumped on him early.
Williams walked Craig Biggio
and hit Blum with a pitch to start
the game. Jeff Kent's high-hopper to shortstop Edgar Renteria
scored a run, and a three-run second inning put Williams in a deep
hole.
Williams entered 8-2 lifetime
against the Astros, but he didn't
get through the fourth.

Kentucky QB hoping for big celebration
11 S( 11.00SA, -Ala. (API
''V iltiruglu I was jUsfblocked field goal and Anwar Stew Jared Lorenzen's 'biggest play in Cool." Loren/en said. "That was art's 68-yard touchdcw n catch in
-the onCsided Kentucky-Alabama the neatest atmosphere I've ever the final minutes.
series
came been in."
Couch's 26-yard touchdown pass
when he was a
Now the Wilds ats' all-time lead-. to Craig Yeast won it in overtime,
high school jun- ing passer. Lorenien will play a and the teams haven't played since.
11 tr.
much bigger role in Saturday night's
Alabama players aren't worryThe- -Wildcats meeting with the Crimson
- - Mg about_gual posts. they're conhad just stunned It's the league I ipener for both cemed- with. bringing down KenAlabama • in !cants. who each -have split their tucky's lineman-sized quarterback.
overtime in 1997 first two games.
The-6troot-4-Lorenzen is listed at
and, Lorenzen was among the throng
The 1997 game was one Of 260 pounds and that is likely a
storming the field.
Kentucky's'few bright spots in a conservative figure.
Only he wasn%t aiming tor the series that Alabama leads 31-2-1.
That makes Jeremy Clark's visgoitiposts. hut instead nabbed quarIt's the only tune Wildcats fans its to the backfield more dauntterback Tim. Gouch's !mixt-tor - a -haw brought -down,the gnalposts, ing:
-•
,
sou OW.
-a- celebration - Madc - possthte- by •',first of all, youe tsut -tit -get- -

back-there and that's hard-enough,"
-Alabama coach Milte---Shula- is
the 280-pound defensive tackle said. impressed.
"But then you get back there and
"He never goes down, it seems
see somebody who's prObably your like," said Shula,a former left-handsize or even bigger and you're ed quarterback himself. "He breaks
like, 'I've got to get him down?" More tackles as a quarterback than
"You don't just want to run I've ever seen.
into him. you're going to bounce
"He runs the option. He caroff him." 187-pound free safety ries it (or) he pitches it and then
Roman Harper said. "I've seen a becomes the lead blocker."
Idi lirlinetneti trying to NM-tack-toreiizen hag about -80 potmds—
le him and you can't do that."
and 7,000 yards on his Alabama
Lorenzen can pass. too. He counterpart, sophomore Brodie
became the Wildcats' all-time leader Croyle. Croyle, however, showed
in that category against Murray his mettle last weekend, nearly leadState last weekend With 8,566-yards,
an upset of No. 1 Oklahoma
good Tor sovettth M SEC history—__with -his-running_ and_passiag. .

BRETT COOMER/AP
NOT GOOD ... St. Louis pitcher Woody' Williams- looks to
the outfield as he walks back
to the mound after giving up
a home run to Houston's Jeff
Bagwell during the fourth
inning of _Friday's game.
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Colts look for win over Titans
4Ir

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The
Indianapolis Colts know the score:
Tennessee 3, Indianapolis 0.
It's only Week 2, but the Colts
vrew Sunday's home opener like
the playoffs are already at stake.
What they need
is a win to chalthe
lenge
defending AFC
South champs.
-They proved
lion the field," linebacker Rob Morris said. "We have to go out there
and prove it on the field."
The Colts (1-0) would like to
forget their recent legacy against
is, the
Tennessee. Problem
reminders are everywhere.
The Titans knocked the Colts
out of the playoffs in January 2000
when Eddie George broke a tackle and ran 68 yards for a touchdown.
An injury-depleted backfield and
a 23-0 deficit were too much to
overcome last fall in Indianapolis,
and when the Colts went to
Nashville in December, turnovers
sealed their fate, virtually handing

the Titans the division title.
With second-year Houston and
rebuilding Jacksonville the only
other teams in the AFC South,
most figure it's again a two-team
race.
Another Tennessee victory in
Indianapolis would put the Colts
in a huge deficit — one they know
they cannot afford so early in the
season.
- "When it comes down to the
last couple games, you come back
to games like this and say 'Aw,
if we could have won here or
there...' " Edgerrin James said.
"It's tough."
Around the Colts' locker room,
there is a sense of just how critical this week's game could be.
The looks are intense, talkative
players have become more subdued and players insist their past
failures against the Titans have
not seeped into their thoughts.
But Indianapolis isn't the only
team with something to prove Sunday.
After getting some satisfaction
last weekend by beating Oakland,

tile team that knocked off Tennelsee in last year's AFC championship game,the Titans(1-0)have
another score to settle.
They want to show the Colts
— and the rest of the league —
they're still the division's best
Warn.

"We're going to continue to
play every Sunday, go out and
compete and let people in the
media and the fans decide whether
we're the big dog," Titans quarterback Steve McNair said.
It has all the makings of a
prime-time, late-season matchup.
Except that after Sunday's highstakes game ends, the division rivals
still have 14 more to play.
The teams have some striking
similarities.
Both have Pro Bowl quarterbacks. Both have Pro Bowl running backs whose productivity has
been hampered by injuries the last
couple seasons. Both have become
perennial playoff contenders.
The primary difference is Tennessee has the NFL's best road
record (37-27) since 1995, and has

seemingly had the Chits' number.
"It's always going to come down
to a few plays on the field,"
McNair said.
When asked why the Titans
always seem to make them, he
just laughed.
For Colts coach Tony Dung!.
this series has the makings 01
another big rivalry.
When he was in Tampa Bay,
the nemesis was the Packers and
the NFC Central title routinely
went through Green Bay. Now it's
the Titans, and Dungy is telling
his Colts the same thing he told
his Bucs.
"They are the champs until you
knock them off," he said.
Neither team, however, appears
in prime shape for this key earlyseason game. Indianapolis' highscoring offense wasn't in sync and
the Colts were plagued by sloppiness last week. They settled for
three field goals in a 9-6 win at
Cleveland.
In Tennessee's 25-20 _win over
the Raiders, the Titans drew 11
penalties for 1 1 1 yards

Racer soccer ties UALR

• Lakers
From Page 6A
ble and forced a three-and-out on
Marshall's next two possessions.
The defensive stand gave the
Lakers excellent field position at
the Marshall County 46 with just
seconds gone in the fourth quarter.
Calloway wasted little time.in
getting back on the scoreboard as
Steele and Barrow hooked up for
the second-time 'on a 20-yard pass
play for the touchdown. Brian
Robertson's try for the extra point
was good, and the Lakers trailed
only 33-28 with 10:22 to go in
the game.
It would take one more defensive gem for CCHS to set up the
winning touchdown drive.
Trying to run out the clock in
the close three minutes, Marshall
stayed on the ground for four
straight plays. But the fourth time
proved costlyas quarterback Toby
Hafer fumbled the snap from center and the Lakers recovered at
their 37-yard line.
Steele then did the rest, calling Barrow's number on five pass
plays during the game-winning
drive — including the I8-yard
slant into the end zone. The duo
combined for 163 yards and three
touchdowns. Steele was a whopping 23-of-39 through the air for
317 yards and five scores.
Senior tailback Josh Young, who
had three rushes during the decisive drive, provided a steady ground
game for the Lakers — racking
up 112 yards rushing on 16 carries. CCHS finished the night with
425 yards in total offense.
Despite Calloway's quick-striking offense, the Lakers had to
weather one last Marshall possession. But senior defensive end
Tyler Collins' interception of a
Daniel Ard pass sealed the Marshals' fate.

LAKERS 34
Marshall Co. 33
0 — 33
7
6 20
14 13 — 34
0
7
First Quarter
CC — Free 19 pass from Steel* (Robertson kick), 8:59.
MC — King 3 pass from Hafer (kick
failed), 245.
Second Quarter
— MC — Hate( 3.-Irun (Harper 2-point pass
from Hafer), 5:54
MC — Wallace_4Aturable return (kick failed).
4.04.
MC — Wagers 39 pass from Hafer (2point try failed), 2:04.
Third Quarter
CC — Wyatt 17 pass from Steele (Robertson kick), 8:26.
MC — Wallace 22 run (kick good), 4:47
CC — Barrow 7 pass from Steele (Robertson kick), 3:01.
Fourth Quarter
CC — Barrow 20 pass from Steele (Robertson kick), 10:22.
CC — Barrow 18 pass from Steele (2point pass failed), 0:50.
•••
Team Statistics
CC
MC
16
First Downs
14
Rushes
19
55
108
Rushing Yards
215
Passing
23-39-0
9-12-1
317
Passing Yards
138
425
Total Yards
343
Fumbles-lost
2-0
4-3
Penalties
6-30
3-37
••••
Individual Statistics
Rushing - (Marshall) Hafer 11-49 TD,
Wallace 9-44 TD, Beck 6-36, Harper 1433, Mardis 11-31, Champion 4-22. (Calloway) Young 16-112, Steele 3-(-4).
Passing - (Marshall) Hafer 9-10-0 138
2TD, Ard 0-2-1 0. (Calloway) Steele 2339-0 317 5TDs.
Receiving - (Marshall) Wagers 3-91 TD;
King 3-19 TD, Mardis 1-17, Wallace 311. (Calloway) Barrow 11-163 3TD5, Free
4-90 TD, Young 3-36, Wyatt 1-17 TD, Collins
2-11.
Marshall
Calloway

-This was a great effort from
our kids," claimed Stonecipher.
"You have to give Marshall County a lot of credit, but our kids
never gave up and they found a
way to win ... It's nothing but a
confidence builder for us for the
rest of the season."

We Offer

r,„ 71(cEee
Heating & Air

eem
REM irs RHEEW

*Servicing All Brands of
Air-Conditioning Equipment
*Installation

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MARTIN, Tenn. — Murray
State's women's soccer team went
to 3-1-1 on the
season following
Friday's 3-3 tie
against
Arkansas-Little
Rock here.
RACERS - The Racers
trailed UALR (2-3-1) 3-1 at halftime, but rallied to knot the score
in the second period. Both teams
then went scoreless in two overtime periods.
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Murray State had 17 shots on
goal with former Murray High
standout Lacey Latimer getting the
Racers on the scoreboard. Jackie
Thomas and Theresa Reedy followed suit in the second half.
Keeper Karen Fitzharris recorded
five saves against 15 shots by Little Rock.
The Race,rs return to Martin
and action-.again Sunday to--face
Southeast Louisiana before returning home to Cutchin Field for a
Friday match against Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne.

SCOREBOARD
SpQiuf1 B:

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
DaN id King

753-8355

901 Sycamore

KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL SCORES
Friday's Games
Allen Central 61, Jenkins 18
Apollo 33, Central Hardin 16
Belfry 55, East Ridge 7
Bell Co. 55, Pulaski Southwestern 6
Bourbon Co. 26, Pans 6
Bowling Green 28, Greenwood 6
Boyle Co. 32. Nelson Co. 13
Bracken Co. 27; Bath Co 14
Breathitt Co. 35, Powell Valley, Va 34
Butler Co 47, Todd Co. Central 0
Caldwell Co. 20, Lone Oak 0
Calloway Co. 34. Marshall Co. 33
Carol] Co. 36, North Oldham 21
Cawood 48. Evans 18
Clay Co. 50, Knott Co Central 6
Corbin 55. Williamsburg 14
Cumberland 15, Green Co (Ohio) 8
Danville 63, Somerset 3
Dixie Heights 31, Lloyd Memorial 0
East Carter 62. Rowan Co. 14
Edmonson Co. 10. Hart Co. 8
Eminence 22.. Henry Co. 13
Fairview 18, Lewis Co. 12 (0T)
Fleming Co. 64. Nicholas Co. 48
Fort Campbell 53. Fort Knox 0
Frankfort 13, Western Hills 7
Franklin Simpson 49, Russellville 28
Fulton Co. 7, Lake Co (Tenn.) 6
Garrard Co. 22. Lex. Bryan Station 14
Grayson Co 36. Larue Co. 12
Greenup Co. 29,.Raceland 6
Harlan 26, Knox -Central 6
Hazard 36, Pikeville 22
Heath 45, Ballard Memorial 12
Henderson Co. 33, Glasgow 7
Highlands 35. Boone Co. 24
John Hardin 41,--Eitzabethtown 40
Lex. Christian 45, Pineville 0
Lex. Henry Clay 32, Madison Central 26
Lex. Lafayette 35, Lou. Western 18

-

Lex Paul Dunbar 20. Mason Co 14(0T)
Lou Ballard 25, Lou Male 22
Lou Butler 42, LOU Eastern 14
Lou Central 48, Lou Shawnee 13
Lou DuPont Manual 27, Warren Cent 13
Lou Fern Creek 41, Lou. Moore 14
Lou Iroquois 12. Lou Valley 10
Lou Jeffersontown 27. Lou Atherton 0
Lou Seneca 54. Meade Co 35
Lou Southern 26, Owensboro 7
Magotfin Co. 30, Betsy Lane 12
Mayfield 13, Graves Co. 3.
McCreary Central 14. Berea 12
Metcalfe Co 34. Adair Co 14
Middlesboro 41. Lee Co (Va ) 7
Monroe Co 41. Barren Co 0
Murray 48. Massac Co (Ili ) 14
Newport Cent. Cath. 10. Campbell Co 0
North Bullitt 18, Bullitt Central 13
Ohio Co. 22, Madisonville 0
Oldham Co. 27. Lou. Fairdale 6
Owen Co. 21, Dayton 6
Owensboro Catholic 42. Daviess Co. 14
Paintsville 14,—Fleming-Neof
Pony Co. Central 42. Leslie Co. 7
Pleasure Ridge Park 17. North Hardin 15
c,„.
Prestonsburg 52. Lawrence Co
Providence (Ind.) 34, Lou. DeSaies 7
Rockcastle Co. 64. Lincoln Co. 0
Russell 31, Boyd Co. 19 Russell Co. 31, Boyd Co 16
Scott Co. 45, Lex. Catholic 22
Shelby Co. 37. South Oldham 34
South Floyd 32, Phelps 14
South Fulton (Tenn.) 55. Fulton City 6
Trigg Co. 62, Reidland 0
Union Co. 12, Cnttenden Co. 6
Washington Co. 16, Marion Co. 6
West Jessamine 27, Wooctlord Co. 20
Whitley Co. 21, Lynn Camp 6

rangenien host
Cards in dome
_

test this weekend."
SYRACUSE N.Y.(AP)
On offense, Louisville rolled up
Louisville coach Bobby Petrino
has never been inside the Carrier 420 yards against Kentucky. In
----Dome,---hotjhe--atready-knows-what- his-first_ collegiate ..start. junior_ _
to expect when the Cardinals come quarterback Stefan LeFors, a lefthander, was I4-for-23 for 180
calling on Saturday.
"It will be a very hostile envi- yards and a touchdown, and runTUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
ronment," Petrino said. "They say ning back Eric Shelton rushed for
Alabama head coach Mark Gotit's loud. I've heard people tell. .151-yards.and two scores. The Wildtfried, who took the Crimson Tide
meit's the loudest place they've cats held the ball for just 3:13 in
to the NCAA tournament the last
the decisive fourth quarter.
ever been in."
two years, had his contract extendAnd the Louisville defense and
And it should live up to its
ed five years, university officials
nickname of the "Loud House." special teams were opportunistic,
announced Friday.
Although the game is not a sell- scoring 19 points off four KenThe contract approved by the
out, more than 40,000 tickets have tucky miscues. J.R. Russell blocked
university's board of trustees is
been sold and the Orangemen (1- a punt that was recovered for a
for five years and rolls over for
0) will be playing their home- touchdown, and freshman Gavin
an additional year if Gottfried gets
opener. They beat North Carolina Smart returned an interception 41
19 wins this season, university
49-47 in triple overtime last week. yards that set up another score.
officials said.
Last year, that might have wor"We love to play at home,"
Gottfried's base salary is
Anderson. But he no longer
ried
Louis
tackle
senior defensive
$150,000 and he received a talGachelin said. "Everybody is con- seems like the same indecisive
ent fee for radio and television
fident in front of the home crowd. guy who threw for only four touchobligations, bringing his annual
Everybody is going to be ready downs and had eight interceptions
Mark Gottfried
salary to $800,000 plus incentives.
to play, I can almost guarantee that." in a forgettable 2002 that saw the
"Not only are we making the including back-to-back NCAA trips
They'd better be. Louisville (I- Orangemen drop to 4-8. Against
NCAA tournament, but our play- in 2002 and 2003. Alabama won 0)is coming off a bye week after the Tar Heels, Anderson was nearers are graduating," said Alabama the NIT championship game in opqn_ing the season with a 40-24 ly flawless, throwing for 288 yards
Director of Athletics Mal Moore 2001.
and three TDs with no turnovers.
victory at Kentucky.
in a statement. "There's an aura
"The statistics show you," SyraAlabama won the 2002 South"They're better than North Carof excitement around the program eastern Conference regular season olina," Syracuse quarterback R.J. cuse coach Paul Pasqualoni said.
and attendance continues to be on championship and advanced to the Anderson said. "Kentucky did what "What they don't show you is the
the rise."
SEC tournament's championship they could do, but Louisville just leadership and the control that he
Gottfried, hired in March 1998, game. In that year, Gottfried played a great game, offensively actually had in the game. He's
has taken the Crimson Tide to coached SEC Player of the Year and defensively. We've got a tough played in a lot of big games."
appearances, Erwin Dudley.
postseason
four

Gottfried's contract
extended at Alabama

"114
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41/3 116-inch
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Home of the Calzone

212 East Main St. 753-1586

.< Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. 762-0441
‘
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„____Op
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817 Coldwater Road, Past Five Points

DO YOU HAVE TROUBLE SLEEPING?
A nationwide research study is currently underway to study a new
investigational medication for patients with insomnia.
You may qualify for this study if:
• You are 65 years of age or older.
• Have trouble falling or staying asleep.
• Have trouble functioning during the day as a result of
sleeplessness
Qualified participants will receive study drug and study-related
physician visits at no charge. If you would like more information or
think that you may be eligible for this study, please contact:
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DON'T MISS YOUR
CHANCE TO VOTE
FOR YOUR FAVORITES
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Everyone has theirfavorites and
we want to hear about yours!
00111111INIMMIllimium
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PLACES TO
VISIT Ili

Look for your Calloway County Favorites
ballot in the Ledger & Times.
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PLACES TO
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aimmo

Return your ballot to us either by mail or at our office by Sept. 17.

P.O. Box 1040
2
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Primary Care Research
300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-5732
research@primarycaremedcenter.com

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

r.o,cEi

Murray, KY 42071

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071
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Employee of the Quarter

InBusiness

Wilkins named
top manager
by Express
Express, a division of the Limited
Corporation recently announced its
Top Store Sales Managers for the
Spring- 2003

Season at an
honors banquet
and recognition
ceremony
in

Photo proviJed

THE MURRAY BANK HONOR ... George King, Courier for The
Murray Bank. received the Employee of the Quarter award for
the second quarter of 2003. King (left) is pictured with Ronnie
Gibson. The Murray Bank President & CEO, as he received his
framed certificate and $100 award. The Murray Bank Employee
of the Quarter award is determined by the vote of fellow employees.

LISA SA TTER WHITE/Chamber photo
NEW LOOK, NEW MENU ... 15th & Olive recently remodeled and reworked their menu to now offer
a tasty buffet Monday through Friday with pizza, pasta and calzones in addition to their dinner
menu. Located just off campus on the corner of 15th & Olive Streets, they celebrated with a patriotic ribbon cutting on September 11th. Owner Jeff Yates is pictured here with his employees and
fellow Chamber members, call for carry out at 753-1520.

Dora the Explorer, CMT truck
to be part of Ice Cream Festival
Did YOU

BRANDI WILIJAM& Ledger s

photo

FOR DONATIONS TO MURRAY SCHOOLS ... Chuck Jones.
owner of Intergrated Computing Solutions was recently presented a plaque by the Murray Independent School Board for
his generous donations to the Foundation For Excellence
Project LEAP program. Jones donated 15 computers to the
program.

Manufactured home
loans tougher to get
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — David
Burnett thinks business is about to
get worse for his already slumping
manufactured home dealership.
That's because mortgage giant
Fannie Mae. in response to a rising
number of delinquencies and foreclosures, is making it tougher to get
manufactured home loans. The company now requires a 10 percent
down payment for 30-year mortgages on such homes, plus a fee of
0.5 percent of the loan amount.
Previously, those who qualified
could put no money down, while
others put down no more than 3 percent. No fee was required.
For those who cannot afford 10
percent, Fannie Mae has introduced
a 20-year loan requiring a 5 percent
-down payment. However, monthly
payments are higher.
Critics say the changes could
price some would-be home owners,
especially low-income families, out
of the market. That would hurt dealers like Burnett. who have already
been affected by the glut of recently
built. repossessed manufactured
homes.
"It's putting another nail in the
coffin.- said Burnett. who owns the
Deep South Home Gallery in
Montgomery. Ala. He said seven of
his area's 13 dealers have gone out
of business over the past two years.
"Business was slow then, and
now I expect it to he slower.The Department of Housing and
Urban liz_velupilient
manufactured homes account for
one-third ,
t all new single-family

home sales. There are about 7.2 million such homes, many in rural
areas.
The average sale price is roughly
$49,000, compared to about
$164,000 for a traditional singlefamily home, according to the
Manufactured Housing Institute, an
industry trade group.
According to Fannie Mae's
Deborah Tretler, the changes put
into effect Aug. 24 were prompted
by a spike in delinquencies and foreclosures on manufactured home
loans. That came after many home
sellers and lenders in the late 1990s
extended loans to buyers with poor
credit histories or not enough
income to pay their mortgages,
industry experts say.
"We don't serve borrowers well
when it is easy for a borrower to get
into a home under very flexible
terms, only to have them lose their
home, their credit ruined and their
homeownership dreams turned into
a nightmare," said Tretler, vice president of single-family homes.
Lance George, research associate
for the private Housing Assistance
Council, said of the changes: "In
some remote rural areas, that will
knock people out" of the housing
market. But he also said,"It's not all
Fannie Mae's fault. It's the industry.
They let a lot of the retailers go wild
and give loans to everyone."
Fannie Mae is shorthand for the
Federal
National
Mortgage
Association, a publicly held company cliadered_to.keep_a__ste4dy SPRAY
of cash in the home mortgage market.

C

OW...Dora The Explorer., Nick Jr'.
popular children's character and
the CMT Truck from the CMT
Most Wanted Tour will visit
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Ice Cream Festival today at
Chestnut Park? These guests were
made possible by Pella Windows,
BB&T and Charter Media. Dora
will be available for $2 photos
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. with proceeds to benefit the park. The ice
cream festival is co-sponsored by
Purity, WKYQ and Charter. Rides
Chamber Chat will open at noon. In addition, the
By Lisa
Bluegrass and BBQ festivities
Satterwhite
will be held at the Chestnut Park
Assistant Director from 1 to 8:30 p.m. It is sponMurray/Ca!loway sored by Playhouse in the Park.
County Chamber Fireworks will close these events
of Commerce
at 8.30 p.m

Coming Up Around Town
-Harvest Day, The Homeplace,
LBL,Today
•BMX Bicycle.Racing, MCC Park, Today, 1 p.m.
•MSU at Southern Illinois, Today,6 p.m.
•MSU Rodeo, West KY Expo Center, Sept. 14,9 am.
•IAAP Meeting, Curris Center Mississippi Room,
Sept. 15, 5:15 p.m.
•Osteo Scan, Center for Health & Wellness, Sept. 16
•Journaling for Yourself, Center for Health &
Wellness, Sept. 17, 11-11.:30a.m.
*Camper's Fair, Piney Campground, LBL, Sept. 1721
•MSU International Theatre, Kandahar, rated R,
Curris Center, Sept. 18-20, 7:30 p.m., free admission
*Calloway Co. High at Crittenden, Sept. 19, 7:30
p.m.
*Murray High vs. Russellville, Homecoming, Sept.
19, 7:30 p.m.
*National Trail Rider's Reunion, Wrangler's, LBL,
Sept. 19-24
*Community Family CPR, Center for Health &
Wellness, Sept. 20, 8 am.-noon
*Citywide Yard Sale, Sept. 20, 7 a.m.-3 p.m.,(Save
unsold good clothing for Community Clothing
Exchange)

*BMX Bicycle Racing, MCC Park, Sept. 20, 1 p.m.
*NI-array-SuperCroSS, MCC Fairgrounds,Sept. 20;6
p.m.
*Hammack Scholarship Dinner with Kentucky
Historian Laureate Thomas Clark
:
Curtis-Center, Sept.
20,7 p.m.
*Toddler Swim, Center for Health & Wellness, Sept.
22-26, 7-7:30 p.m.
•Community Resource Fair Clothing Exchange,
Sept. 27, 9 a.m.-2 p.m., beside Fred's in Bel-Air
Shopping Center
*Downtown Farmer's Market, every Saturday
through October 18, 7:30 a.m.-noon

Highlights for the upcoming week include
•PreparatiOn for Leadership Murray Alumni luncheon .
*Preparation for Chamber of Commerce Executive
Team meeting
*Preparation for Chamber of Commerce Board meeting
*Preparation for ribbon cutting with Primary Care

Upcoming Ribbon Cuttings
*Primary Care Medical Center, Medical Arts
Building- Fri., Sept. 19,8 a.m.(new pediatric unit)
.13 & D Grocery/BDL's Catering, Bill & Donna Ellis
and Gary & Beth Lockhart, 125 Cypress Rd., Buchanan,
TN, Thurs., Sept. 25, 10:30 a.m.(new member)
*Vintage Rose Emporium, Sarah Jones, 303 North
12th, yniversity Square, Thurs., Oct. 2, 11:30a.m.(new
location)

Upcoming Business After Hours
*Murray Place Apartments,Tues., Sept. 23,4 -6 p.m.
(tours of model apartment)
*Office Depot, Thur., Oct. 9,4:30 - 6 p.m.(discounts
& door prizes)

Welcome New Chamber Members
*First Choice Business Equipment. Joe Ramsey &
Nan Rountree, office & business equipment, copiers,
faxes, 2920 Lone Oak Rd., Suite 4,Paducah, KY 42003,
1-800-270-7411
For more information on becoming a member of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce or
hosting a Chamber event contact John Williams or Lisa
Satterwhite at 753-5171.
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*COMPUTERS
*SERVICE

omputing •SALES

Over 22 Years Experience

Robert
Friedrich
N1( SF

'TRAINING

N. 5TH (NEXT TO CITY HAW • 753-3033 OR 293-3370
www.covenankornputing.net
sales0covenantcomputing.net

100
24
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Kopperud Realty's
e.cR-kte toz ""Xe 2Vee4

(96,c9(ceoattadot Wog,Weed
cliosa/ 9Jes4 Nsatanca
The Series One Contractors Policy from
State Auto gives contractors broad. basic
and complete coverage for property and
general liabilities at surprisingly low pre
mium rates. Plus you have the option 01
choosing from several custom packages
Call today for more information

Your hest insurance is a good agent.

McNutt Insurance

Shelia Crouse

300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

Steven G. Sacora recently
attended the 2003 National Sales
and Education Conference hosted
by Linsco/Private Ledger(LPL),the
nations number one independent
broker/dealer.
The conference,held in San
Diego, is the
largest national
conference for
independent
investment professionals. They
also heard from
keynote speaker
Sacora
Sen. Bob Dole
on the importance of leadership.
At the conference, Sacora was
recognized for providing exceptional client service as a member of
LPL's Director's Club, comprising
only 8 percent of LPL's more than
4,700 investment professionals. The
conference is the premier sales and
education ibent in the industry.
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Steven Sacora
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industry
conference

Do you need some peace of mind.
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Columbus, Ohio.
Among the
managers nominated
was
Shannon
Wilkins, formerWilkins
ly of Murray,
who was named Top Store Sales
Manager for the month of April.
Wilkins was chosen over 99 other
nominees in the seven state region
including
Kentucky,
Ohio,
Tennessee, Illinois,- Missouri,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. She
is currently rated among the top 30
Store Sales Managers for the year
and is eligible to become a member
of the prestigious President's Club
honoring the top 100 managers in
the mation.for
Wilkins was the Store Manager at
the Hamburg Pavilion Express in
Lexington, Ky., at the time of her
nomination. She has since been prometed to Store—Manager at the
Express Mall at St. Matthews in
Louisville.
A1990 graduate of Murray High
School and 1995 graduate of Murray
State, Shannon is the daughter of
Tommy and Margaret Wilkins of
Murray..

118 South 5th St.
Murray • 753-4451
Westside * Court Square

1106 Vine Street
Neat, compact 2 bedroom home, 1 bath, with carport. Carpet only
I $13,500. Ml.S #17583
I ye.'

711 Main St.

753-1222

"Friends you can
depend on"

Dan McNutt, AAI

Greg McNutt
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"1'1 Listing, published dail
SATURDAY EVENING

SEP. 13, 2003

A-Chereer B-Murrey Electrx

AB 7:00 1 7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00 T 9:30 110:00
er,RN-ABC 2 2 College Football: Regionai Ga Tech at F5u ill at
-UCLA or Penn St at Nec
WSIL•ABC 3 3 College Football: Regional -- Ga Tech at FSU 111 at UCLA or Penn St at
Net
•
riSMV-NBC 4 4 Game Show Moments Race to the Altar (Series Finaie) iln Stereo)I - News
'
WTVF
-CBS 5 5 48 Hours Investigates Hack "True Lies: I
District !Elia Mae ' I News

10:30

11:00

11:30

ER The Visit I

News

12:00- 12:30 i
Friends I Sanders

Stargate SG-1 X
X-Flies -Herrenvoir I Outer Lmt
Saturday Night Live lin Stereo.;'
X Saturday Night Live Y_

Practice u
Margate $eri X
X-Files IL
WPSDAIBC 6 6 Game Show Moments Race to the Altar (Senes Finale (In Stereo; X
News ..t Saturday Night Live ,In Stereo'I She Spies X
Piefkl-ABC 7 7 College Football: Regional -- Ga Te/1 at FSU in at UCLA or Penn St at Neb
News
Untold X 1Stargete S6•1 I
X-Files X
WNPT•PliS 8 8 Lawrence Welk Show Keep Up Wait God Time Goes One Foot Austin City
Limits
Mountain Stage I
Antiques Roadshow X
KBSI-Foa 9 9 Cops in '1Cops It
Most Wanted
-Andromeda iin Sieieo, Mad TV I,I
III/ill-Grace [Will-Grace Mai:"Poitirgess
WOTVANPN 10 17 Once a Thief (In Stereo; Movie
Blind Date 5th Wheel Stiovilime in Harlem TBA
[Paid Prog. i
KFVS-CBS 12 12 48 Hours Investigates Hack -True Les I
District Ella Mae I News I M'A'S*I4 M•A'S•H Friends 1 Livin' Large
WON
16 38 Movie: see.: Basic Instinct"(1992, Suspense, News In Stereo 181fresh pr. Movie: ***•2
Paccfe, Heights 1.1990 Suspense) Ruldord
1NSP
17 83 Gaither Home
CATS. CATS. I Gospel Celebra
Lay It Down
Welker
Venous
VIKA1U-P8S 21 21 Kentucky Ky Life
Nature (in Stereo)I Nova in Stereo x
Short List HZ
Shape of Lite It
WDKA-1$18 n 16 MLB Baseball: Caroinals at Asitos
Dharma
Dharma
Mutant X I
Adventure Inc _et
VAVE Bottom Line
ESPN
24 29 ;,6.45) College Football Kentucky at Alabama.(Lye)I
SportsCenter !Live' X
College Garneday Final SportsCenter ;,1.1ve X
ESPN2 25. 30 ;6.00; College Football East Caroira at Warn; Gameday Playmakers 15;
Calendar Baseball Tonight Live l Track and Field
MTV
26 49 Road Rule IReal World Real World[Real World Jackass Fizzle
Got Game MTV Spec True Lite In Stereo
True Life ;In Stereo
'TNT
28 27 i6 00) Moine
Movie: cc, -Payback" 1999) Mel Gibson X
Movie: **l "Point Break"(1991. Drama)Patrick Swayze
I'Reindeer"
tTLC
29 41 Trading Spaces
Trading Spaces .N:
Clean Sweep I
Trading Spaces
Trading Spaces
Clean Sweep I
LIFE
30 52 ;6:00) Movie. TeMe Wild Card IN)I
1-800-Missing IN: What Should You Do? Nanny X Nanny X Designing Designing '
USA
32 51 Movie: *.: "Hrd Rain 1,1997) Morgan Freeman Peacemakers I
Law It Order
in the Line of Duty 1.4anhunt in me Dakotas X
AMC
34 58 Movie ** • .• !Alien Resurrection" ,;1997)'R' X
Movie:**'-2 "Hoghlande(1986. Fantasy; fl
Movie:** "Robnson Crusoe on Mars' ('9641 X
ASE
35 35 American Justice
Cold Case Files X
Crossing Jordan X
MI-5 "Nest ot Angels- IT American Justice
Cold Case Files I
FAM
36 53 Family fin Stereo) X
Family In Stereo.)I Movie: **'.2 "Other People's Money'(1991) Perfect Match
Paicl Prog. Paid Prog.
NICK
37 22 All That
Romeo! Amanda Skeeter
Cosby
Cosby
3's Co.
3's Co.
Cosby
Cosby
Wings X Cheers
HGTV
43 36 Decorating Design
Designing Mission
Designers' Design
Decorating Design
Designing Mission
Designers' Design
SPIKE
44 33 Most
Most
SiamBall in Stereo)I VA* Veioc 4.3'.1)1E WWE Confidential X Most
Most
Unseen: Animal House
WTBS
52 26 (6.30) Movie:** "Dumb & Dumber"(1994)14
College Football Oregon at Arizona iLive:
Football
TOON
65 32 Yu-Gi-Oh! X Men
Titans
Jackie
Pokemon Zoids
Rurouni Dragon-Z Hack/Sign Samurai Batman X Superman
COURT 66161 Forensic Forensic Forensic Evidence System (N;
Hollywood Hollywood Forensic Forensic Forensic Evidence
BET
67 39 College Football. Tennessee State at Jackson Sta e_ (Live)
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Clay Dudley, left, and Kirk Brunson, both of Hopkinsville-based All-Clean, apply their
pressure-washing machines to a fence alongside Robertson Road this week.

Physician running for Ky.
Gov. was bashed in media
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
doctor tosses his hat in the ring for
governor. Hostile newspapers dub
him "Dr. Blackvomit," the "mass
murderer." They denounce him as a
traitor who schemed to wipe out
whole U.S. cities with germ warfare.
"The germ warfare charge is evidently true," said historian Nancy
Disher Baird. "He apparently tried
to spread yellow fever among
Northern cities in the Civil War."
Kentuckians elected Dr. Luke P.
Blackburn anyway in 1879. The
Democrat survived "one of the most
determined character assassinations
in the history of American journalism," according to Baird's book,
"Luke Pryor Blackburn: Physician,
Governor and Reformer."
U.S. Rep. Ernie Fletcher,
Republican candidate for governor
this year, is a doctor, too.
But Baird says neither Fletcher
nor Attorney Gen. Ben Chandler, his
Democratic foe, likely will suffer
anything like Blackburn-bashing
from the media.
"I doubt that any gubernatorial
candidate has ever been subjected to
so many hateful accusations as Luke
P. Blackburn," said Baird, acting
head of the Special Collections

Kentuckyllackroads

by Berry Craig

department at the Western Kentucky
University Library.
Born in Woodford County in
1816, Blackburn was a physicianturned-Confederate agent who
allegedly hatched his infamous yellow fever plot in Canada.
Doctors in Blackburn's day
believed the deadly disease could be
spread by the bodily fluids of its victims.
Supposedly. Blackburn shipped
trunks filled with the soiled clothing
of yellow fever patients to New York
and other cities in the North. Thus,
he hoped to kill thousands of Yankee
civilians, it was charged.
" "Blackburn wasn't guilty of mass
murder, but only because he didn't
know how yellow fever was
spread," Baird said.
A Transylvania Medical College
graduate who was a state representative before the Civil War, Blackburn
returned to Kentucky in 1873 and
settled in Louisville.
In a bit of irony, he became
famous for fighting yellow fever,
risking his own life to treat patients
in Memphis in 1873, Florida four
years later, and in Hickman in 1878,

Baird wrote.
Democrats hailed Blackburn as
"the Hero of Hickman" and ran him
for governor in 1879. The
Republicans nominated little known
Walter Evans of Hopkinsville,
whom a Louisville newspaper dismissed as a candidate possessing
"little presence and no dignity —
destitute of personal magnetism."
But Blackburn was the target of
most media scorn. Northern
Republican papers, led • by the
Cincinnati Gazette, resurrected the
yellow fever story and challenged
Blackburn to refute it.
More Yankee papers blasted
Blackburn.
Another Buckeye State journal
suggested that if Kentucky elected
"Dr. Blackvomit," the Bluegrass
State should be forced to secede
from the Union, Baird wrote.
As governor, Blackburn was best
known for his program of prison'
reform.
After his term was up, Blackburn
returned to his medical practice. He
died in 1887 at age 71 and is buried
in the Frankfort Cemetery.

New WA reform effort in U.S. House
WASHINGTON (AP) — The effort to .reform the
Tennessee Valley Authority gained steam in Congress on
Wednesday when Rep. Jim Cooper introduced a bill to
shake up the structure of the public power company.
Cooper, a Democrat from Nashville, called the recent
decision by TVA's board to increase rates a key factor in
his decision to seek management changes.
"For me, that was the last straw," Cooper said, calling the increase "poorly explained and unfairly applied."
Cooper's bill is similar to one introduced in the
Senate by Majority Leader Bill Frist of Tennessee.
Both bills would expand TVA's three-member board
to nine members. The bills say a CEO should be hired to
run the agency.
Cooper's legislation would require board members to
have electric utility experience and would allow some
members to come from outside the seven-state area

Aic*

served by TVA.
TVA Chairman Glenn McCullough said he was concerned about any impact the regulation could have on
TVA's triple-A bond rating, which allows the agency to
borrow money cheaply.
For example, McCullough said provisions that would
increase congressional oversight of how generously
TVA compensates employees could be viewed unfavorably by those who rate bonds.
"I think the rating agencies would have to be very
cautious about how that could affect TVA's ability to
attract and retain the people necessary to run the business," McCullough said.
Frist and Cooper said the legislation could possibly
be included in a massive energy bill being considered on
Capitol Hill. There already is language in the energy bill
dealing with TVA and its transmission of power.
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UT social workers help
vets, grieving pet owners
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By ELIZABETH A. DAVIS
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Treasure,- a 1-year-old Jack Russell
terrier, shivered and cowered with
his tail between his legs while his
owners held him in an examination
room. An intravenous tube was
stuck in his left hind leg.
Scarlett and Guy Weems were
nervous and worried. Treasure had
been treated previously for meningitis then redeveloped symptoms that'
put him in the University of
Tennessee's teaching hospital. The
couple drove about 90 miles from
Telford to visit Treasure for a few
minutes.
"I'm a ball of stress," Scarlett
Weems said.
Elizabeth Strand understands. A
Ph.D. candidate in the university's
College of Social Work, she works
in the animal hospital to help owners
cope_ with sickness_or the choice of
putting down a beloved pet.
She helped created the one-yearold program.
Veterinary Social Work Services
also teaches veterinarians and students -at the College of Veterinary
Medicine about how to handle
clients' emotions and their own.
Strand listened to the Weemses
talk about Treasure as if he was their
child. She and another social worker
made themselves available if the
couple wanted to talk more.
"That's an issue of a sick family
member and being separated from
the family member.. In those cases,
we provide a go-between between
the family and the animal and sometimes the doctor," Strand said.
"Doctors are very busy. ... They
can't necessarily always attend to
the emotional anxiety that the owners are experiencing. Frequently we
will step in and alleviate the owners'
anxiety."
Veterinary schools are paying
more attention to the human-animal
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MSU Photo

Murray State University recently recognized staff members with years of service awards
and Staff Excellence Awards. Shown with Dr. F. King Alexander, MSU president, are
winners of Staff Excellence Awards. (From left) William Derrington, June Turner, Johnny Henson, Debbie Newsome, Alexander, Teresa Loveridge, Brenda Benson, Donna Harris and Tracy Roberts. Two awards are given in each of four categories — facilities
management, general, secretarial/clerical and managerial/professional.
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bond, the stress of the profession father and since he became licensed
and "compassion fatigue." Vets face in 1975, the pet's place changed
five times more deaths than human from being a guard or shepherd to
doctors because animals have short- being a companion.
"What we are seeing today are
er life spans.
Many schools have counseling major issues — clients coming in
services, but most focus on pet depressed or very anxious with
what's going on with a pet because
deaths, Strand said.
The counseling service started now this is not just a dog or cat or
when two masters students in the another animal. It is actually a sigCollege of Social Work approached nificant other," Blackwell said.
The social workers often act as
Strand about working with animals
for their field placement. All Strand liaisons between the pet owners and
had to do was approach the vet vets. Many times people wait for
school, and it was warmly accepted. hours after their pet has been rushed
"It's long overdue," said Dr. in for emergency care. They can't
Michael Blackwell, dean of the uni- enter the operating or recovery
versity's College of Veterinary areas, but the counselors can to get
Medicine. "This has moved a bit an update from the doctors to give
quicker (than expected), and I think them.
it takes a lot of stress off us,"
that's a credit to Elizabeth Strand."
Besides- Strand, there are three said Dr. Amy Holford, a resident.
Counselors also can help when
other social work students in the
owners must choose between expenprogram.
Dr. India Lane,a vet school asso- sive medical care or putting their pet
ciate professor, has been pleased to sleep. Line said the social workwith the social work service, partic- ers know how to be frank about the
ularly with the support it provides animal's situation but remain calmstudents and faculty. She said two ing at the same time.
"We ask them what they feel and
vets she, studied with at the
University of Georgia committed _really believe about euthanasia,"
Strand said.
suicide in the last two years.
Sometimes counselors unearth
"We haven't paid attention in the
past to veterinarians taking care of other causes for an owner's emotions. For instance, the pet may have
themselves," she said.
The University of Tennessee hos- been a gift from a recently deceased
pital's caseload can make vets fran- parent or jointly owned with a now
tic. The small animal clinic treats ex-spouse.
At another hospital, some of
about 11,000 dogs and cats a year,
clients became hysterical
Lane's
hospitalclinic
animal
and the large
izes between 2,000 and 4,000 hors- after they found out the vets couldes, llamas, cows iiiidOdier farm ani- n't save their very ill cat.
Counselors discovered the couple
mals annually.
Students and faculty treat about had recently lost a baby they hadn't
3,000 pets classified as exotic, such been allowed to see soon after delivas snakes, birds, lizards and ferrets. ery. The social workers summoned a
They also care for all the animals at campus priest and helped arrange
41,
cremation of the cat. The couple
the Knoxville Zoo.
The need for Strand's program kept in touch with Lane through
reflects changing attitudes humans Christmas cards and a letter to tell
have about pets. When Blackwell her they decided to get a new kitten.
was a boy watching his veterinarian
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Industrial park authority recognized by DIG
The
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Purchase Area Regional Industrial
Development Park Authority Board
was recognized recently with the
for
Award
Commissioner's
Interlocal Cooperation at the 28th
Governor's Local Issues Conference
in Louisville.
The annual conference is sponsored by the Department for Local
Government (DLG) and Local
Issues Conference, Inc.
The Commissioner's Award for
Interlocal Cooperation was first presented in 1989 and recognizes government agencies that work together
to accomplish major projects and
initiatives.
The park authority board
includes all eight counties in the
Purchase region — Ballard,

"A representative from each of
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
and the eight counties serves on the
Marshall,
Hickman,
McCracken. By working together to Regional Industrial Development
develop a regional industrial park, Park Board, giving each community
these counties have been able to an equal opportunity to participate
present a unified voice to state and in the development of the regional
park," said Tony
federal officials who can provide industrial
Goodman, the board's chairman.
support for the project.
"That strategy has been success- "Our goal with this extraordinary
ful," said DLG Commissioner Jody joint effort among all the region's
Lassiter. The park authority has been counties to bring jobs to this area
allocated about $7 million from var- will prove successful for the entire
ious sources in the past year.
Purchase."
Every county whose residents
"These dollars go toward a proposed investment of $20 million for work at the park will share in the
park development with the potential payroll taxes that are generated and
of creating 7,000jobs. Their effort is in the benefits of new job creation,
proof that a spirit of cooperation income generation, and spending
brings success and that what is good created because of the park. The
for the region will be good for each Purchase Area Development District
nominated the park authority.
of the individual counties."

Movement on 'brownfield' regulations sought
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A January because of criticisms it was
legislative panel on Wednesday too strict. Now, lawmakers are urgurged progress in rules governing ing a compromise on a less stringent
how polluted land. called "brown- version.
Lawmakers on the Subcommittee
fields," should be cleaned up.
The Guileful Assembly passed a on Natural Resources met with replaw in 2001 allowing the Natural resentatives from the state's
Resources and Environmental Brownfields Task Force for an
-Protection Cabinet to develop rules-- update-on the regulation- that would
for the cleanup of brownfields allow companies to clean up and
throughout the state. After nearly then develop existing "brown*two years. there is still no regulation fields." Lawmakers said they wanted a compromise soon.
in place.
"It's the old question of how
Cabinet officals had proposed a
—reffulation, bUt -withdrew it in . clean is clean that hangs over this

process like a cloud," Joe Ewalt,
chairman of the task force, told the
committee.
Brownfields are polluted pieces
of land, often industrial sites, that
mark many neighborhoods and
downtowns. Revitalizing these polluted areas is seen as a way to spark
economicdevelopment.
Generally. some land is considered more polluted than others and
as such require less clean up.
However, developers are often
unwilling to dedicate large sums of
money for cleaning up the pollution:
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots Fur Rent
Farms For Sate
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 8 ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

I

\

\I)'-,

$7.50 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
;All
Mu.t Run Walun o Day Period I
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND a wiLL A_ppEAR ()is
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
I INI Al IL.,
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per das
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001
Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

CARD OF MAWS
4'.

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Jean Story wishes to
express our gratitude and many
thanks to our family and friends for
every act of kindness, care and concern during our loss and time of
grief.
The family was truly comforted by
the prayers, phone calls, visits,
cards, food, flowers and memorial
contributions to Memorial Baptist
Church.
Many thanks to the Murray Share
Care staff for giving Jean hours of
fun and companionship.
Thanks to Dr. Jon Gustafson and
staff and Dr. Michael Adams and
staff for the thoughtful care given to
Jean and for sharing information and
knowledge with the family.
Thank you to the staff at West View
Nursing Home for demonstrating a
caring environment and approach to
Jean's care. Thank you for offering
genuine concern and for sharing
your professional knowledge to the
family. Also, thanks to the Hospice
staff though our association was
short.
A special thank you to the folks at
Memorial Baptist Church who prepared food and set up tables and
served our lunch after the service.
This gesture did much to lift our
spirits.
•
Also, a very special thank you to
all the neighbors on Story Ave. who
brought food and comforting words
just when each was needed. This
was a great help to the family.
Thanks to the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home and staff for the professionalism, dignity and care
shown to the family. Thank you to
Bro. Jim Simmons for prayers,
words of comfort and for making us
laugh.

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

.4

Safety and Environmental Professional
MTD Products inc
Martin Plant
MTD Products Inc.. is a global-manufacturer of outdoor power equipment
which includes poplar brands such as Cub Cadet, White Outdoor,
Yardman, Yard Machine, Troybilt. Bolens and Ryobi.
Our Lean manufacturing facility located in Martin, TN has an opening for
a Safety and Environmental Professional. We are seeking a talented and
highly motivated individual to join our team.

.starting Salary 525K-S35K
depending on expenencel
•411I K with up to 25% match
• Paid Vacations
• Prescnphon Drug Card

Responsibilities will include:
• Coordination of OSHA and EPA compliance
• Establish and implement an Ergonomics program.
• Conduct accident investigation and report findings
• Develop, supervise, conduct and coordinate safety training program
for both hourly and salary associates.
Qualifications:
• 3-5 years experience as a safety professional in a heavy
manufacturing facility.
• Excellent leadership and communication skills.
• Extensive knowledge of federal and state safety and environmental
regulations.
• Knowledge of Lean Manufacuturing and ISO will be a plus.
Please send resume and salary history in confidence to:

Human Resource Department
MTD Products Inc., P.O. Box 927
Martin, TN 38237-0927

Hardee's
GENERAL MANAGERS,
ASSISTANT MANAGERS
We currently have several openings for talented
individuals looking for a challenging, fast-paced
career. We are looking for people who are: Creative
thinkers, Strong leaders, People oriented, Success
minded, Service and Hospitality driven.
We offer: Excellent salary. Competitive benefits.
five day work week, and an extensive management

development program.

How To
Place
Your
Classified
Ad...

060
Help Wanted
EARN up to $20.00 an
hour maybe more being a
server at Patti's 1880's
Settlement in Grand Rivers Ky. Immediate positions available for full and
part time. Just simply
come by and pick up an
application at the hostess
podium. For more information call 270-362-8844

HEATING and Cooling installer 1 year experience
service, experience a plus
Good pay, vacation and
holiday pay 1st year Plus
performance
bonuses
Qualified apprentiship program Call Discount Heating 270-436-2991

BY PHONE

THE Pizza Pantry is now
hiring for part time position
FULL-TIME position. Pick 20-30 hrs Tues-Sat from
up applications at Farmers 4 00-9 30pm Call for interChoice Feed Mill. 127 view (270) 345-2225
Beach Rd Kirksey, KY
090
7am-5pm, Mon-Fri
Domestic & Childcare
SOUTH Eastern Book in
Murray, is currently acCERTIFIED in home day
cepting applications for our
care has openings for chilorder fulfillment and our
dren 767-9762
order entry/customer service departments SEB of- EXPERIENCED
Will
fers competitive wages. clean up after new conhealth insurance, 401K struction. remodeling,
beand many other benefits fore and after renters.
Applications may be filled floors, windows.
etc
out at SEB No phone calls Valerie 436-5914
please
NEED A BABYSITTER?
MSU student. 2 yrs experiSALES person wanted for ence at hometown hospital
Verizon
Wireless/Radio preschool
Dependable,
Shack Experience in elec- first aid/CPR certified
tronics knowledge a plus Have
references and
Send resume to PO. Box transportation Call 762938 Benton, KY 42025
4992 Ericka

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

Articles
For Sale

FRANCHISE/MASTER
Franchise. Unique rapidly
growing Pizza Concept. 22
year history. Training, Marketing, Operations, Support. See why we've sold
over 100 franchises in
2002 alone1 1-888-3442767 ext. 210.

VOIT fold-up treadmill $40
Computer desk $25 7 Cu.
ft chest freezer $125
Sewing machine $35
5200 BTU A/C used 2 wks
$65 759-1600 xt 106 or
492-6329

Assistant Director of Social Services

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th, Murray

270-753-1927

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472 • 731-644-8474 Fax
cowen@hcmc-tn.org email

BY INTERNET

An Equal Opportunity Employer

www@murrayledger.com

BY E-MAIL

NOW HIRING

mIt@murrayledger.com

Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

BY PERSON
1001 Whitnell Ave.

BY MAIL

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Join the Wired World!

INSTALLER I
t

100

100
Business
Opportunity

,‘lur-ray, KY Based
will be responsible for performing
cable television installations. disconnects and service
changes fur residential .1nd business customers, educating
customers on channel line up, use of converter and I Cr,
regulations is they relate to the customer, pre-winng
and multi-family lino and assisting in CAW underground
and aerial constme-tion.

Business
Opportunity

The successful applicant

Garter (*ramifications(NASDAQ:(HTR), A Wired World
Company was favaded in
1993. Today, it lithe thirdlargest cable company lithe
United States, serving approrimately 6.7 million customers a
40 states. Through its state-of-

the-art broadhaad network,
Charter provides a fall rage of
advanced broadband servicet to
the home, inchaing cable televisor, on an adveued digital video
programming platform, via
Charter Digital (able' and hi*
speed Internet access marketed
under the Charter Pipetarir
braid. Charter also offers Video
on Demand and interactive television channels in some of its
markets. We we currently weklag a avatified professional for
the lolkwing position:

II igh School diploma or equivalent entry-level work
experience and a valid driver's license' with satisfactory dry
e ing record within r;ompany required standards are
required Ihe i andidate should also be able to prioritize
and organize effectively, work independently, and have
knowledge of has', mathematics and electronics
We offer competitive salaries and excellent benefits,
including free Cable IV service.
For confidential consideration, please send

rpsun,e to

Barbara Glpfers
CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS
24 Cirde Drive, McKenzie, TN 38201
FAX: 731-352-3164 • E-Mail: lighyers4chartercom.com

•
••

•

-

We ore proud re bee dreg-free workplace • An Equal Opportunity Entployer

Murray. Board of Education is accepting applications for the following fulltime positions.
Special Education Instructional Assistants,
Custodial Workers. Maintenance Mover and
Food Service Workers: A part-time position is
also available for an Assistant Office Worker at
Murray FRYSC. Applications are available at
Murray Board of Education. 208 S. 13th St
Murray. KY 42071.

RIGHT TO REPRINT
your way to riches
750 books, reports and
manuals on a CD-ROM
YOU can reprint and
SELL
Very high profit margin
ALL YOURS
Click on:
www.750books.com/wuotila

Check
us out
on the
Web!

10 Unit/ 2 Building 1 BR
apt complex on North 4th
street. approx 2 acres not
developed
$150,000
Owners will finance with
20°. down 4 6° discount
for full payment Owners
retiring Call 753-8848 for
details
BIG 0 Tires America's # 1
rated tire franchise system Franchise opportunities available in your area
investment
Minimum
$150.000 liquid 800-6222446 www bigotires cor,-

MOBILE home park for
sale S45.000 Four homes
available to rent Jonathan
Creek area 354-9901
DISCOUNT book store
and coffee house for sale
767-0030 or 753-8385

•••••I

11/ 111.1t 1' .111 1111!

Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

1..,.!3t3
.

ire courier

150

MOM COMPUTERS
Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

270-753-1916

• flexible Hours

Business
Opportunity

Hardee's is one of America's hottest and fastest
growing chains. If you are interested in growing
with us. and adding to our continued success.
please fax a copy of your resume to 618-524-8499.
or email it to mpatton@ckr.com.

Henry County Healthcare Center offers an
excellent salary and benefit package.
Interested candidates should send their
resume or apply in person at:

P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
PT/FT Sales associate
needed for paint, flooring.
and wallpaper retail store.
Experience helpful but not
necessary. Must be able to
work M-F & 8-12 on Saturdays. Call 759-4979 for interview.

100

Computers

Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking an
Assistant Director of Social Services.
Candidate must have a BS in Social Work or
related field and a minimum of 2 years experience in long-term care. Asst. Director will be
responsible for admissions and discharge
planning.

• Background Screenings
• Promotions From Within

If no applications are available call or
write: KFC • PO Box 40250
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404 • 205-553-8621
marshall@jmfkfc.com

MTD is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Join the Team

• Drug Free Vt'orkplate
• Paid Vacations
• Dental Insurance Asalable
• Blue Cross Blue Shield Insurance • 401K with up to 25% match
• Drug Free Workplace
• Bonus Compensation
• Background Screening

Send Resumes to Phillip Marshall KR.
PO Box 40250 Tuscaloosa, AL 35403
205-553-8621 • marshall@jmfkfc.com

BY FAX

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

060
Help Wanted

"It's a Great Place To Work" says the Colonel.
"It's a Great Place To Work" says the Colonel.
We are a progressive multi-unit KFC franchise with over 40
Immediate full and part time positions available We are in need of
',ears of proven success in the restaurant business We are seeking
Assistant Managers,Shitt Super% csors & Team Members
qualified supervisory and managenrnt candidates. We have
immediate openings in the Mayfield ik Murray area
• Competitive Salary
• Bonus Compensation

060

WENDY'S Now hiring all
shifts Apply in person

060
Help Wanted

Join the Team

MTD

Randolph Story and
daughters Nancy, Linda & Sue Ann

Notice

060
Help Wanted

VISA

WHITE BR suite, dresser,
desk, & chest, Jeep hardtop w/doors. bathroom
vanity top 48' long, compact scanner, hp printer,
11-12 maternity clothes,
infant sleepers. 753-4487
WINDOWS storm window.
vinyl shutters, old wagon
wheel, milk cans, full size,
springs & mattress complete with bedding 4362689
160
hfoine Furnishings

2 door armoire with
shelves and drawers hand
painted toille scene on
doors, great storage $400.
cedar chest, round ball
ELECTRIC base board,
feet, hand painted $400.
heaters, air conditioners.
fancy iron headboard.
refrigerators, used carpetqueen or double $500. aning 753-4109
tique gate leg table $400,
150
coffee table, white, rectanArticles
gular. glass top. open shelf
For Sale
$75. 489-2186.
ALPINE CDA 7892 FM/AM
CD receiver, car stereo
w/remote. Like new $20C
767-9762
BENCH CRAFT reclining
sofa & love seat & lazy
boy recliner 753-2287
*BRAND new Murray 17hp
Riding mower. used once
$900 •77 Chevy 3/4 Ton
4wd. no title, good trans.
transfer case, axles $400.
•76 Chevy 1 Ton, 4wd,
good title, axles, frame.
trans, transfer case $300.
036 Dodge Caravan, no title, good transmission
$150 Leave message
435-4693

FULL size bunkbed (red)
with mattresses S75 Twin
bed with mattress $50 Set
of golf clubs $35 like new
Everything in great condition 759-4649
SOLID wood China/Curio
cabinet $175 761-1491
180
Lawn & Garden
61 inch Snapper mower
489-2989
190
Farm Equipment
FORD Tractor, 12v battery. lights & alternator w/
plow, disc, pond scoop,
cultivator blade, bush hog.
draw bar exc. condition
$4,500.00.(270) 3452967.
220
Musical

CALLOWAY County Pictorial History Great Idea for
Reunions Call 753-7870
FREE HBO & CINEMAX
Dish Network 2 room satellite system free, installed
Free! 3 months of America's Top 100 channels
PIANO tuning repair, movplus 13 channels of HBO
ng and used pianos
and Cinemax Free! Also
(270 415-0374
available are local Paducah networks. Call 7590901 or 877-726-4077
Beasley Antenna & Satel
1979 Holleypark 14X70
iite For more information
2BR. 1 bath Partially fur
HOSPITAL Bed. excellent fished S6800 Call
270
condition $600 436-2338 210-6785
MOVING must sell! Wash- 1980 12X60 one bedroom
er/dryer S100, 13 cu. ft Refrigerator, range dishchest freezer $150. Crafts- washer, W/D C/H AC
man mower $100. Kitchen $7000. 753-4807
table $50 OBO 767-0881
1992 16X80 w/porches
MOVING/MUST Sell! Rid- Must be moved $9800
ing mower, water bed 753- Call 489-2917
8411
74' model 12X70 3 BR
POWERMATIC
Wood central air. washer A, dryer
Plainer 18 inch Model 437-4465
4180 *Antique Lathe with
tools *Utility Tool Camper
Mobile Homes For Rent
*Werner Extension Ladder
With locks •1971 Dodge
Monaco Polara 66.000 2 bedroom 1 bath Freshly
new
miles-8 cyl. 2 door hard painted,
carpet.
porches Yard mowing intop
cluded No inside pets
STRAW for sale $2 a
$275 a month plus deposbale 489-2436 it no an- it Call
(270)623-6314
swer leave message

TWO Singer Treadle Sew- 2 BR with deck storage
ing Machines in excellent building appliances No
condition Late 1800's & pets
$225/mo/deposit
early 1900's $200 each 437-4386
Glass display case $50 2 BR 8 miles North, no
474-2374 after 5 00 p m
pets 753-8582
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PUBLIC AUCTION

530
Services Offered

i

530
Services Offered

HAVY DUTY TRUCK SALE
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Cain's Murray Auto Auction, Inc.

Landscaping & Nursery LLC

5 Miles N of Murray - Hwy 641

Thurs., Sept. 18• 3:30 p.m.
These Units ABSOLUTE
1985 International 9300
1987 International 9300
1987 Freightliner FL Series
2001 International 99001 Eagle
1999 GMC 3500 Hi-Cube
1998 GMC 3500 Hi-Cube
1999 International Eagle Sleeper
w/9 Car Trailer
1992 GMC Kodiak Top Kick

1999 GMC Top Kick
1999 Chevrolet C6500
1997 Kenworth
1993 Dodge 350 wtrailer
1999 Chevrolet 6500
1993 International Eagle Sleeper
w/8 Car Trailer Head Rack
1992 Storage/Cargo Trailer
All units sold as is

Non-Absolute Include:
99 GMC 3500HD
w/cold box

D.G.

00 Chevrolet 3500
w/utility bed

Your Home Improvemenf Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services'

753-8300 or 800-841-7253

•Purchase cash, bank letter or registered dealer*

Mobile Homes For Rent

Houses For Rent

NICE 2 BR Mobile home
for rent or sale, no pets
753-9866

2 Bedroom, 1
Bath.
$210.00 month -i- deposit
in Panorama Shores 7539826.

Apartments For Rent

2 bedroom, 1 bath, large
kitchen, living room, utility.
washer, dryer, appliances.
AC, gas heat, storage
shed, carport, semi-furnished. $425/mo/deposit
No pets. 753-7920

1 Bedroom & studio apartment near MSU Coleman
RE 759-4118
1 Bedroom apartments, all
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments Coleman RE
.759-4118

2 BR, very spacious, basement/storage, attached garage 293-8462
1 OR 2br apts. near down3 Bedroom House close to
town Murray _sta_r_fing_ At_
downtown
Murray, tease
5200/mn 753-4109
and deposit required. 7531; 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
4109
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
3 BR 1 bath NO pets, 306
902 Northwood Dr
S 15th $450 month 759Monday,
4826
Wednesday, Friday
3BR. 2Ba. $600 month
Phone 759-4984
references required, locatEqual Housing
ed on airport road, no
Opportunity
pets 489-2414
TOO #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts. furnished, -625 Broad 3 BR. 2 BA
near MSU.House 3 & 4 gas heat, window A/C
bedroom. 753-1252 or $495 *1603 Dodson 3
Bedroom, 2 Bath, C/HIA,
753-0606
deck, storage. shed, car1BR apt available, all ap- port. 5650.00. 753-1268
pliances furnished. Mur- (day) 759-5073 (evening)
r.al Realty 753-4444
GREAT Panorama Shores
1BR with garage. large
location. 28R 1 bath,
den w/fireplace, large bed- C/H/A.
Semi-furnished
room with walk-in closet,
with washer & dryer. Lake
beautiful set up 293-8462
access in spring & sum2 BR duplex, 2 full baths, mer
$400/mo/deposit.
extra large LR 1409 B Mi- 270-436-2136.
Available
chelle DR. All appliances Sept
20th_
furnished. 1 yr lease, no QUALITY
Houses and
pets $625/mo Available Apartments
available for
Oct 1 753-4573
lease. Call BS Rentals at
2 BR upstairs $295
759-4696 or 435-4632
3 BR downstairs $400
489-2296
Storage Rentals
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
CREEKVIEW STORAGE2BR Duplex C/H/A
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Coleman RE 759-4118
Behind Tom's Grille
3 & 4 Bedroom special
759-4081
rates Coleman RE 759MURRAY Store and Lock
4118
4br, Diuguid Drive. Cole- presently has units available 753-2905 or 753man RE 759-4118
FORREST View Apart- 7536
ments 1213 N 16th St ,
now accepting applications PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
for 2br townhouses, basic
storage
rent $345/ month. Call
*Security alarmed
753-1970. Leave Mes*Safe & clean
sage Equal Housing Op-We sell boxes'
portunity
•We rent U-Hauls
LARGE, 2 Bedroom. 2
753-9600
bath duplex with garage
located on quiet cul de STORAGE Rental Availasac. All appliances includ- ble Parkside Storage &
ing washer, dryer and mi- Carwash 759-1775
crowave (270) 759-5885
LIVE Oak Apts.
:Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340 00
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants.
'
753-8221
ONE bedroom apartmentlease required, private.
one. person only, no pets.
5385/month. utilities paid
by tandlord, call Lynda at
Grey's Properties, LLC
759-2001
ONE bedroom apartments.
water furnished, close to
campus. No pets Call
753-5980
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SPACIOUS 2 & 3 BR 2
bath All appliances & yard
work 753-7813 or 7537903

LOCATED in McCracken
Co. 24 unit Apt. complex_
Brick exterior, excellent
condition. 100'. occupancy. 270-853-4520
NORTH 16th St. 2 bay
concrete building. Approximately 3 acre. Excellent
location $150,000 Call
436-5459 after 6pm
commerical prop for rent

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
FOR RENT
5,000 sq ft. with 3
offices. 2 bathrooms
located at
90 Spruce Street
(off Industrial Rd.)
Call 753-5976 or
436-5862

1997 AQHA Gelding 15-3
hands. doc bar breeding
goes Western English and
lateral work sound Very
smart learns incredibly fast
Sacrifice $44000 (cell) 5565568
Real Estate
INVESTMENT Property.
Houses and Apartments
753-4109
435
Lake Property
10 acres, 7 lots near Para
dise Resort, lake view
$30 000 767-9037

2 bedroom brick home,
carport, CH. 2 Bay Garage. Almo Rd off 4 Lane.
$42,000 753-5560
2 story brick home in Saddle Creek Sub 4-6 BR 3
1-/2 BA, 3100 sq ft, extensive land scraping, 4 yr old
carpet, hardwood & tile,
loaded with amenities 270753-7492
3 Bdrm 1 1/2 Ba Brick
home on approx. 1 acre.
Two car separate garage.
Above ground swimming
pool. After 5:00 call 7590579
3 Bedroom, 2 bath. large
L.R. & Den. Lot 126'X243"
Storage bldg Completely
redecorated, new carpet &
vinyl. 586.500 519 S. 11th
St Call 759-1987 (cell)
293-7710.
3 BR 2 BA brick, 2 car garage, brick carport. great
neighborhood Large landscaped yard with irrigation
system, workshop. 270759-4952
3 BR 2 BA, 2 car garage
deck, fenced back yard.
1/2 acre lot, trey ceiling, 5
yrs old, nice neighborhood Days 270-759-3402
Night 270-753-8466 Leave
message.
3 BR. 2 bath, brick home
with 4 83 acres, shop orchard, priced in the 70's.
436-5983 after 5-00pm
3BR, 1ba. fenced yard.
new HVAC, hardwood
floors, clean, well decorated. 1100 square feet in
town 759-1994 after 5 m
3BR. 2B4. 3 car detached
garage, carport. C/HIA,
fence in back yard. appliances $55,000 in Hazel.
Call 759-1R11
5373 St RI 121S.3 BR, 2
bath, C/H/A.$65.000 753/3181 or 753-0589 Jennifer
MUST SELL' 3 BR w/oflice 3600 sq. ft with 8 1
acres north of town Call
753-4094

OPEN HOUSE

David Borders

OPEN SAT-SUN"
1-3pm
or 11) appointment
CALL. VICKI MOORE
GREY'S
PROPERTIES LLC
Ill N. 12th
2711-752-0102

'free Service

Sod Installation • Pickup • Delivery

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

.4' 436-5744

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery -

- lull Line of Equipment 111111-,

,

Licensed & Insured

Kentucky Solar Services

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE•VINYL•HARDWOOD •CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you? •-rc

a.

Do you want to get ahead of those ever-increasing costs of
electricity?
.0001011110101...'
ELECTRIC
Fail Service Electrical Contractors

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SERVICE WORK
• Parking Lot Lighting • Outdoor Signs
• Restaurant Equipment Maintenance

(270) 753-9562

John W. Hudson
Prompt Seri. ice • Customer Satisfaction • Qualitv Work

Do you want reliable, renewable energy that is affordable
and gentle on the environment?
Do you want security from power outages and blackouts?
Then let us help you harness the Sun's power, the most
consistent and abundant natural energy source in the
world.
Call 270-226-9506
270-226-9500
Email: mail@kentuckysolarsers ices.com

The

t

WIDdmv dopip
*Licensed

'Residential

'Insured

'Commercial

(270) 293-5170(Mobile)

Asphalt Doctor
10TAL AWHAL1 MAINTENANCE
Commercial - Residential - Industrial
• ASPHALT SEALCOATING •
Using onlv premium commercial sealer outlasting all the rest
• PARKING LOT SWEEPING •
Vacuum Truck & Power Broom
• STRIPING •
CoMpare Workmanship. Prices & Check References
Fully Insured - Free Estimates - 29 Years Experience
Call Ronnie Geurin at 270-759-1953
. yel We Do Make House Calls!

95 Dodge Conversion
Van, extra low miles, Michelin tires, excellent condition, $11.000. 95 Jeep
Wrangler, 5-speed, hard
top wInew safari top, rancho shocks, alpine stereo.
$6200. 759-5616.
95 White, Grand Cherokee, 2WD. Excellent condition 83,800 miles $6000
753-6648
Used Cars
1992 Camaro RS. V-8.
one owner. 436-2108
1994 Plymouth Laser, dark
green 51,600. Call 7592163
1996 Pontiac Trans AM.
Excellent condition 5.7 liter, V-8, 70,000 miles
$9500 (2701832-6666
2001 Saturn SC-1, 3-door.
Excellent condition. V6 engine. 35,000 miles. For
more information, please
call (270)791-2166
89 Dodge Caravan B/O
752-0118
95 Mazda Protege $3500
new A/C & tires 753-8181
r 751-0589
98' Plymouth Voyager.
Take over payments. Less
than 75.000 miles. Call
753-1967
GOOD work car. A/C new
tires, 107XXX 89 Buick Lesabre $600 OBO Call 4892441
MUST SELL! 87 Chev
Celebrity, high
miles.
needs minor work. $200.
90 Geo Storm, needs
trans work (transmission
included) $100. 753-8022.
1996 Ford Explorer, Limited Edition.clean. loaded. 6
cd changer, leather. nonsmoker. $5,500. 1270)
293-4374

1984 Chevy 4WD. strong
350 motor. Asking $2500
Call 759-0993
1992 Red Jeep Wrangler,
super sharp, extra clean.
excellent
conditon.
11XXXX mi $5,650 OBO
Can 753-2168 or 753-8854
1995 Ford XL, 4WD, 5 8L
351 Fiberglass camper
shell. cruise. CD, white,
new tires. 103XXX miles
S7500 ORO 753-3756
2002 Ford Ranger XLT,
V-6, auto, long bed.
matching shell. $11,800,
17k mi. 759-1600 xt 106
or 492-6329.
98 Chevy S-10. Red, 4
cyl, 5 sp. 120,000K, custom wheels $3500 OBO
753-5867
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LID
YARD-TECH
LAWN KENTUCKY Solar -Serv
Grasty
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- CARE. We have fall over- ices has the solution for
ING cleaning out garage, seeding specials, spraying your alternative energy
Excavating
&
available 437-4407
needs Harness the power
gutters, Junk 8, tree work
Trucking
of the sun and get control
ENGER Carpet Binding
436-2867
Backhoe, Septic Systems
of those high electric bills.
Since 1991
A-1 Tree Service
Contact Chnstopher Grasty
Call 270-226-9566 or 270436-2347
Stump Removal
270-759-4974
226-9500. Send email in492-8737,
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
cluirie to
JERRY'S
Glass offering
753-3594
Trimming, removal, stump
mail@ kentuckysolarservi- mobile service for all your
13
Free Estimates
grinding, firewood_ Insurces.com
glass
needs.
*Plate
glass
ed. 489-2839.
514S. 13th
*Furniture tops *Mirrors
JUNKtRUBSISH
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
ft
7 a.m..?
Removal, we'll haul away *Insulated glass •PlexiDecks, Home Additions,
It's that time of year
glass *Patio door glass reanything,Clean outs,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Nurses uniforms,
to start that new
odd jobs, Interior Painting placement 759-0203
Garages, Pole Barns, Metbaby clothes
lawn or to reseed
Senior
Discounts.
LAWNS mowed
al Buildings, Fencing.
the old lawn.
(270)489-2583
489-2989
Call
Quality .Workmanship.
Licensed
CALL
753-7860. 753-1194.
AFFORDABLE
Mower repair,
Pickup/delivery.
refreshing change, as you take the helm
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
Work guaranteed. Joe
For seeding, fertilizing.
of your ship. You are finally in control.
436-2867
front loader, blade or
ALL around garbage pickTonight: Work as late as need be.
tiller work.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Monday, Sept_
up 436-2867
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
IS, 2003:
***** Make calls when you get to
ALL
Carpentry
New
Owner Steve Bailey
Your
ability to reach out to others devel- the
Homes, add on's, garages,
office. Explore your options with
ops to a new level this year. You will find
pole barns. home & mobile
someone in the know. You could be surCall
that others respond strongly to your
home repair, water & terprised by what you hear if you just let go
leave message or
innuendoes and suggestions. Claim your and relax. At
mite damage, screened
lunchtime, stop and buy a
power this year, when you begin a whole card for a special associate
porches, sun rooms Licwho really
new life cycle. You will experience many does make your
ened-insured Larry Nimmo
life easier. Tonight: Rent
753-9372 or 753-0353
highs and lows, but at the same time, you a movie
on the way home.
ASPHALT Paving
will be unusually lucky. Do be careful, as LIBRA (Sept.
23-Oct. 22)
HOUSE & ROOF
Seal Coating
you could gain weight easily if you **** Venus
moves into your sign,
WASHING
striping & hauling.
already have the propensity to do so. adding
Experience and
to your desirability and your abilMitchell Bro's Paving.
Travel and education could play signifi- ity to
Professional Equipment
realize what is on your mind.
759-0501
cant
roles in your life this year. If you arc
Quality work at
Associates close the door when you walk
753-1537
single, you could meet that special pera reasonable price
in. It appears you have everyone's atten435-4628.
son! Be open to someone who might tion. Use
Insured
your skill to work as a team.
Asphalt Sealcoating
have a whole different style. If you are Tonight: Dinner
527-5974
for two.
TRAVIS ASPHALT
attached, your relationship will bloom, as SCORPIO (Oct.
23-Nov. 21)
LEE'S
*Commercial
you seem more upbeat and open. Plan on ***** Examine what might
be necCARPET
*Residential
that special trip together. TAURUS pres- essary to make what you want
happen.
CLEANING
*Industrial
ents different views.
Listen to your sixth sense with others,
*Carpets *Furniture
Hot-melt crackfilling
but recognize that you could be overly
*Emergency water
FREE ESTIMATES
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll sensitive right now. Keep
your goals in
removal
753-2279
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
'Free Estimates.
BRANDON'S Outdoor
mind.
Be
careful
someone
you meet
with
3-Average, 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
*Wrinkle Repair
Services.
today,. Tonight: Where the crowds are.
*Quick Drying
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
753-5827
*Bush Hogging•Tilling
*
**
*
Whereas some have been con- ***** Groups, meetings and friends
Minor Plumbing (leaky fau(270)436-5277
pave your path for the next few weeks.
tentious
lately,
you will discover a new
CARPORTS Starting at cets etc) Carpentry PaintAll you need to do is travel down it.
attitude.
You
wonder
might
just how
$675 installed. Roy Hill ing & Staining Reasonamuch could be emanating from you. Emphasize work, but also remain goalgivreferences
rates,
ble
(270)436-2113
Others suddenly seem more than ready to driven. Your ability to get through work
en Phone 435-4682
CONCRETE
whatever they must to make you remains admirable. Tonight: Off to the
do
Finishing Driveways,
MOODY'S Mower Repair
smile.
Tonight: Follow a co-worker's gym to relieve stress.
Sidewalks, Patios.
Pick Up & Deliver
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
lead.
Free Estimate.
753-5668
***** Use your imagination, and
TAURUS
(April
20-May
20)
(270)435-4619
you'll please the boss. You might want to
ROOF REPAIRS
***** You're all smiles, especially
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Complete new roofing
move on a heartfelt project, and now is
at
work.
Somehow,
sudden
in
change
a
Tilling- Blade WorkMetal, rubber shingles
your environment and co-workers' atti- the time! You find others highly responBushhogging
for prompt & professional
tudes makes it easy. Keep driving for a sive to your efforts. Still, be careful with
Free Estimates.
service call
home run, knowing exactly what you that difficult neighbor or sibling.
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
CARTER ROOFING
want. Tonight: Buy something new on Tonight: Remember, life is about enjoyPhone 270-492-6159. or
Hazel 492-8688
ing yourself.
the way home.
293-0163
Puryear 247-3086
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
DEPENDABLE Lawn
*
**** Your ability to take a general
WAY
SURE
*** Though you might want to play
Care Service
TREE SERVICE
the recluse to some degree, a child or overview might become highly desired
*Lawn Establishment
Stump Removal
'Tractor Tilling
new friend seeks you out You might hive in the next few weeks. The key might be
Insured with full line of
'Fertilizing *Mowing
what he or she has in mind Sometimes detaching from emotional situations. You
equipment
*Aerating *Mulching
you give too many explanations. Try might not like what will happen if you
Free estimates
•Bushhogging
playing it mum right now. Tonight Get a push a family member too hard. Just
753-5484
don't! Tonight: Try relaxing to a good
*Grader Blade Work
good night's sleep
book.
Free estimates
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Bob Wallace
friends
are is
***** Where your
WALTERS
753-6491
where you want to be Let your sunny ***** A partner goes out of his or
CONTRACTING
her way for you. How you deal with this
DNJ HANDYMAN
DECKS, Rooting, Vinyl side emerge with a friend or loved one.
excessive caring really reflects on you.
We do all the odd jobs you
Siding. Addition. and Re- You could be considering an investment
Keep conversations flowing and return
don t have time for
modeling Quality Work, on the home from or perhaps just a gift
key calls You mten want to get feedMurray-Calloway Co
Over 30 Years Experi- for a family member. Tonight! Mosey on
NEW NUMBER
back from a trusted associate Tonight:
ence Gerald Walters 753- home.
2,93-5438
Run errands on the way home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
2592
DOZER AND BACK HOE
A AFFORDABLE. HAUL- ***** How you say it, touched with
WORK & CLEAN-UP
BORN TODAY
cleaning out garages. your charm, can make all the difference
ING,
Public or Contract
i n how someone receives your message. Actor Tommy Lee Jones(1946), director
gutters.
junk,
tree
work
..c9htact at 270-753-9503
Oliver Stone(1946), Prince Harry(1984)
438-5141
wrong. What
-Finalivi- • you -can do no

WWW SONLIGHTWINDOWCLEANING.COM

Sport Utility Vehicles

270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

NEW MURRAY BUSINESS COMING SOON

UNIVERSITY Heights is
380
now. accepting applications
Pets & Supplies
for 1 & 2 BR rental assisted apartments M-W-TH.
h 5 1734 Campbell St
Hearing Impaired only 1- MIN Pincher puppy. fe800-648-6056 759-2282 male. black & tan. 5
470
months old $250 30 489Equal Housing OpportuniMotorcycles &ATV's
6266
ty
VERY roomy 28R, 213a
PEG'S Dog Grooming
1999 Heritage Softail
with garage appliances
M-F 753-2915
Custom H-D paint 18000
furnished. 1 year lease, 1
miles $1,500 Extras Call
month deposit, no pets
Call 753-2905
PUPPIES Scotties. Mal- 767-0201 or 559-0980
330
tese. Cairn Carriers &
Welsh Corgis 1270i 382Rooms For Rent
Services Offered
81 Harley Davidson,,elec2831
Inc glide, good shape,
$8200 080 (270) 748- 853-1172 THERAPEUTIC
SLEEPING room $150
6625
MASSAGE
month No pets 1 5 miles
Murray
Mods
www thegoldrtouch us
-from MSU 767-9037
270-753-1916
. -

Ledger a Times
Class

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176

*
1- -1
antb Brothel.,

Murray, Kentucky

Used Trucks
S112.000
508 SHADY LANE
3 BR/2 BA enclosed
porch 4 yr old

in stock.

•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

Worm's Turf & Trees

390
Livestock & Supplies

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

'Acid Cleaning Available

Free Estimates 753-2210

Office (270) 435-4090
Toll Free (800) 910-0070

We now

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning

PLUS MORE!
For more info call:

-Roofi
ng Metal
manufacture. Buy direct.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

•Parking Lot Sweeping
*2003 Tymco Airsweeper
•Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
'References Available

_

5-PARTY
YARD
SALE
Sat., Sept.

BAILEY'S
LAWN AND DIRT

753-2452

293-3161

Horoscopes

MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. G OTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My brother, wh,
worked in mining until his retiremeni
has been diagnosed with pulmonary
fibrosis. He is taking prednisone with
good results. What is this disease?
DEAR READER: Pulmonary fibrosis is chronic scarring of lung tissue.
Ordinarily, it results from the prolonged inhalation of inorganic particles — bits of substances that are not
metabolized or broken down by the
lungs — such as asbestos, silica
(sand) and the metallic element beryllium.
The inhalation of asbestos fibers
causes a chronic lung disease
(asbestosis) common in certain industrial occupations relating to the mining, manufacturing or installation of
asbestos. Installing asbestos insulation was, historically, an especially
hazardous activity.
Asbestosis resembles emphysema:
shortness of breath, cough, barrelchest and reduced ability to exercise.
The scarring from asbestos fibers
leads to "stiff lungs," which is marked
by loss of lung volume and impaired
oxygen transfer. The affliction is also
associated with mesothelioma, a type
of malignancy affecting the lung surfaces.
Silicosis, the oldest known occupational lung disease, is a consequence
of working in metal mining, foundries,
pottery manufacture and granite cutting. Like asbestosis, this malady
causes chronic, incurable, progressive pulmonary insufficiency.
_ Beryllium exposure is common in
many industries, including chemical
plants, aerospace and the manufacture of fluorescent lightbulbs.
Tungsten, aluminum dust and coal
dust have been implicated as causes
of pulmonary fibrosis. However, in
about 50 percent of cases, no obvious
_ zause_can_be irrenrifipir; this is called
"idiopathic" pulmonary fibrosis.
No-speeific therapy is available,
although steroid drugs, aggressive
treatment _of bronchial infection, special breathing exercises, and supplemental oxygen can help alleviate
symptoms of breathlessness and help
patients to remain more independent.
Effective dust control, and using
masks and exhaust fans, can act as a
powerful preventive for industrial
workers. Fortunately, such modern
methods-have markedly-reduced_the—
incidence of pulmonary fibrosis. .
To give you related information, I

am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Living with Chronic Lung
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and 62
to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 57-year-old
husband recently experienced mild,
right-side chest pain that radiated
down his right arm. He was short of
breath and attributed the pain to indigestion. A subsequent cardiogram
(done at work) was normal, but my
husband never told the company
nurse that he had had chest pain.
Could this have been a heart attack?
DEAR READER: As a general rule,
cardiac pain (from angina or a heart
attack) localizes in the left chest and
may radiate up into the jaw or down
the left arm. Although right arm pain
could indicate a heart problem, this
would be unusual.
Nonetheless, your husband should
describe his symptoms to his doctor.
A cardiogram performed at rest may
be normal in some cases of heart
attack. If your husband is at risk for
heart disease — because of family history, diabetes, hypertension, obesity,
smoking or high cholesterol — the
doctor should proceed with further
evaluation (such as a stress test) to
make sure your husband's heart is
sound.
In addition, if your spouse's selfdiagnosis of indigestion is correct, the
physician may choose to check his
gall bladder and intestine, just to
cover all the bases.
Although your husband was reluctant to share his symptom with the
company nurse, I urge him to be less
reticent with his private physician.
Chest pain should never be ignored.

DEAR ABBY: Last year, my 28year-old, college-educated daughter,
"Emma," married "Manny," a wonderful young man. The problem is,
her brother (my son "Bruce") hates
Manny because he is from a foreign
country and not as well-educated as
Emma. He feels Emma is wasting
her life married to him.
Emma has told me she dated a lot
of "well-educated jerks" and feels
lucky to have found a wonderful, caring, loving, hard-working man who
adores her. She doesn't care that she
makes more money than Manny.
I am filled with resentment that
Bruce and his family have cut themselves off. Emma and Manny are not
welcome at Bruce's home for holiday
dinners or family get-togethers. This
has hurt my daughter terribly.
Bruce still wants to have a relationship with me, but I am so angry
that it's difficult to be civil to him.
My son is rigid and judgmental, and
it is impassible to reason with him.
I don't believe he will ever accept
Manny into our family. Any advice?
ANGRY MOM IN TULSA
DEAR ANGRY MOM: It appears you have raised a son
who has the bigotry of Archie
Bunker, but with none of the
humor or charm.
Bruce cannot banish Emma
and Manny from the family
unless you and the rest of the
family cooperate. My advice is
to arrange alternative sites for
family gatherings at holiday
time and extend an invitation
to Bruce and his little family. If
they choose not to include
themselves, it's their problem.
Don't make it yours.
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LOOKING BACK

defend your choice and not

allow your friends to make such
a personal decision for you.

DEAR ABBY: I am in my mid-70s
and was diagnosed with Alzheimer's
a year ago. I am doing well so far
and very few people have been told
about my illness. Only my children
and a few dose friends know.
I just learned that my daughter
informed my husband's family of my
diagnosis when she wrote them a
note in her Christmas card. We are
not close to his family. They have
never bothered to call, write, attend
weddings or our 50th anniversary
celebration, even though we have
continued to invite them.
Abby, I can't understand why my
daughter felt the need to tell. She
hardly knows them. I feel betrayed.
I wish they did not know. Please
help me.
ANGRY AND HURT IN IOWA
DEAR ANGRY AND HURT:
Your daughter was wrong to disclose that personal information
without first discussing it with
you. Your daughter may have
been reaching out for support
for herself and for you. Please
forgive her.

'a'

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles,CA 90069.

4**

DEAR ABBY: I am 16 and have
never had a boyfriend or an

10 years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McNutt, Aug.
The Murray -Board of Education,19; a boy to -Mr. and Mrs. Wade
has approved a 2 1/2 percent pay McNabb, Aug. 21; a boy to Pvt. and
raise for all school personnel at the Mrs. Leroy Eldridge, Aug. 22; a girl
regular meeting, according to Supt. to Mr. and Mrs. L.L. Jimerson and a
W.A. Franklin.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wade Holley,
20 years ago
Aug. 23; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
In the Trigg County Invitational Oury Edwards, Aug. 25; a boy to
Marching Band Contest at Cadiz. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jackson, Aug.
Murray High School Band placed 26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
first and Calloway County High Medley and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
School Band placed third in Class Enoch Wilson; a girl to Mr. and
A
Mrs. Franklin Jones and a boy to
30 years ago
Mr. and Mrs. A.N. Duke Jr., Aug.
Published is a picture of Dr. and 31.
Mrs. Harry M. Sparks moving out
of Oakhurst at Murray State UniverMarriages announced include
sity to their home on Kentucky Dorothy Marelle Moore to Sgt. Her..
Lake. He recently resigned as presi- man R. Cooper, Aug. 7.
dent of MSU.
70 years ago
40 years ago
The Kentucky Medical AssociaMurray State College Head Football Coach Don Shelton spoke tion opened with the general session
about the 1963 season at a meeting Sept. 12 with a dinner at Wells Hall,
of Murray Lions Club. Also recog- Murray State College. Dr. Willard
nized were Bailey Gore, Bill Hine Barlett, surgeon, St. Louis, was
speaker with about 500 persons preand Bill Holt, grid staff.
sent.
Sessions will continue on Sept.
years
ago
50
Adele Wilson, Cody Russell, 13, with Dr. E.B. Houston as one of
Kathryn Sims, Cecil Dodds,- Opal the speakers, according to Dr. Ben
Wilson, Anna Kuhn, Frances Stub- B. Keys, chairman of local arrangeblefield and Ruth Williams have ments. Mrs. E.B. Houston was
been elected as officers of Murray chairman of arrangements for the
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the State Auxiliary meeting held Sept.
12, at the Library at Murray State
Eastern Star.
College.
60 years ago
Calloway County's War Bond
The-number of scarlet fever and
Quota has been set at $375,000, ac- diphtheria cases in Calloway
cording ot W.Z. Carter, county war County continues to increase, acbond chairman. A special effort has cording to Dr. J.A. Outland, county
been announced for the sale of the health officer. The first cases were
war bonds for funds to help the war reported about 10 days ago and
effort throughout the United States. since then the number has practiBirths reported include a girl to cally doubled.

romantic experTencer-LaTeTy,iiWay T
TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
met in summer school (111 call him
James)-has shown sometuterest.
By The Associated Press
James has started calling me,
--Today-isSatorday,-Sat-13,--the
and I think he might ask Me out. I
256th day of 2003. There are 109
haven't really gotten to know him
days leftin the year.
yet, but most of my friends think he's
(11 to 14 points), which accounts for
day's Highlight in History:
a loser because he's not particularly West dealer.
West's opening notrump bid. N
Neither side vulnerable.
good-looking.
Copyright2003, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
. iT, 1803, Commodore
two
East
bid
after
and,
doubled,
NORTH
John
Barry,
considered by many the
clubs, South bid two hearts and later
•Q 9 7
As much as I care about what
father
of
the
American Navy, died
clear-cut
no
with
West,
hearts.
four
A J7
my friends think, I want to give
in Philadelphia.
lead, led the ten of diamonds.
* A 743
James a chance. Should I?
On this date.
Declarer took East's queen with
4bKQJ
M1XED-131'iN THEli#111)Whf
the king and could see that he had to
EAST
In 1788, the Congress of the
WEST
lose two spades and a club. To make Confederation authorized the first
+KJ 64
DEAR MIXED-UP: Absolutely!
4,A 10 3 2
But only if you are prepared to
the contract, therefore, he had to national election, and declared New
V 10
K93
avoid losing a trump trick.
2
Q
8
*
•10 5
York City the temporary national
Had declarer,next led a low heart capital.
+107652
4
3
4
,
A
9
CEA 116L-V ICCD 1V1 I
to the jack, he would have gone
SOUTH
In 1851, American medical piodown one, since West would have
8
5
4
,
EtL.C11\1
neer
Walter Reed was born in
acquired a trump trick in the process.
Q 86542
Gloucester
County, Va.
queen
of
the
led
Instead, South
•KJ96
TO SAY
Wi•
,
tEW FALL
mArs-roo f3AD
In 1948, Republican Margaret
ace
and
king
the
by
covered
hearts,
+8
GOOOSVE
ARE YOU
MODELS IN TI4S AD LOOK FABLLOUSI
Chase Smith of Maine was elected
as East contributed the ten.
GOING?
TWICE THE STORAGE SPACE AND
The bidding:
LOADED WITH AU..SORTS OF GAD(XTS
The king of clubs then lost to the to the Senate, becoming the first
South
North East
West
ace, whereupon West shifted to the woman to serve in both houses.
2
2+
Dble
1 NT
In 1971, a.four-day inmates' reace and another spade. East won and
4
Pass
3 NT
Pass
played a third spade, ruffed by bellion at the Attica Correctional
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
declarer, who led a low heart and Facility in upstate New York ended
dummy's seven to make the as police and guards stormed the
finessed
A fine declarer usually plays as
though his opponents' cards are contract
prison; the ordeal and final assault
Declarer knew from the bidding claimed 43 lives.
exposed. As a result, he frequently
than
makes every trick it's possible to that West could not have more
Iive years ago: Former Alabama
four spades or four clubs. He also
make. ,
George C. Wallace died at age
Gov.
that
lead
Since declarer cannot actually see knew from the opening
79. Sammy Sosa of the Chicago
It
diamond.
doubleton
a
had
West
that
question
the opposing cards, the
Cubs hit his 61st and 62nd home
ink-T- HI lr
naturally arises is "How does he do followed that West had three (or
runs of the season to pass Roger
hearts.
four)
the
not
is
course,
it?" Magic, of
Mans and pull into a tie with Mark
hearts
of
queen
CAVEICTINE.
the
Accordingly,
THE FUTURE IS SCAN! f VI NOT
YOU'RE NOT CONVERTING TO
answer. Rather, declarer simply
of
hope
McGwire. NBC's "Frasier" won a
the
two
in
10 MGM UNTIL I GET
trick
I UNDERSTAND!
at
led
was
A DIGITAL CAMERA BECAUSE
bidthe
by
provided
relies on clues
EVERY '311461.E FILM PRINT
I CAN HELP!
40U THINK IT Mt BE
ding and play, both of which tend to finding East with the singleton nine record fifth consecutive award as
FROM 111E LAST ZO YEARS
TOO COMPLICATED,
reveal the disposition of the unseen or ten. When East's ten appeared, it best comedy series at the 50th AnPUT IN AN ALBUM.
TOO EXPENSIVE,
was then a simple mattcr to take the nual Primetime Emmy Awards.
cards.
TOO TIME-CONSUMING.
winning finesse in trumps the next
Eastsort.
this
of
One year ago: President Bush
case
Here is a
said it was "highly doubtful" that
West were playing weak notrumps time the suit was played.
Saddam Hussein would comply
with demands that he disarm and
avoid a confrontation with the
world community.

How Does He Do It?

IFCO Ft

Ese-r-ren

cor WCOFtSEC:o

TI-16.2e9 GoT lb BE A WAy To

Wi-tV 0oESN'tSHE COME
MANAGE LILLIPUTS AND KEF-P HERE TO THE SToRE
AN EYE-ON APRIL AT THESAME- TIME-.

AFTE-R SCHOOL.?
SHE DOES,SOMETiMES,BUC SHE
ED.

eels boa

SC,PUT HER -0 WORK!SHE'S
CAPA&LE-.you JuST HAVE
TO DISCI PLINE HER MORE

NEITHER CAN I. EVER
SINCE MEREDITH tNAS
BORN,I'VE (2,EEN
AC11NIG LIKE- A

PAR _t.rr

I CAN BeLiEvE
HEARINI& THIS FROM
YOU!

GinkFtIFIE1_12:0
JUST KIPPING!
HA! HA! HA!
HA! HA! HA!

I JUST ACCIDENTALLY
KNOCKED YOUR MING
DYNASTY VASE OFF THE
MANTEL AND BROKE IT!

IT WASN'T
AN ACCIDENT

1 Gives the
go-ahead
4 Nursery
syllables (hyph.)
8 Lucy Lawless
role
12 Mai —
13 Shortly
14 Wished undone
15 Sort
17 Demand
payment
18 Calif. neighbor
19 Broken-off
glacier
21 Walked softly
22 Rich,
as farmland
25 Get the point
26 Porgy's love
27 More daring
30 Elev.
31 Whale's diet
33 Disencumber
35 Showed
boredom
37 Writer
1

•

15

Slugger Mel —
Ell preceder
Sample
Courtroom VIP
Movie seal
Actor
— McClure
7 Miller or Blyth
8 For adults only
(hyph.)
9 EEC currency
6

17

16

23
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°
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27

111
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29
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37
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38
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a
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55
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10 Astronaut
— Armstrong
11 Wood-shaping
tool
16 Diminishes
20 Loop train

ia

26

1
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19 .1
22

CPAS AUTO
GAL
HUGE TROT
UMA
HALT
AREA
LID
PEDDLED CELLO
IAN
UKE
MOCIABLE
ALLOY
OW
OSU
TEE
VOIC I NG CLOSE
R 00 ROE
VIVALDI
BASIN
ARC
EDIgel FIVE
REAR WOK
LAKE
AMES OWLS SPY

1
2
3
4
5
6

13

12

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

1115

I
N3

Subscribe to the

— Morrison
38 Facilitate
39 Mall booths
41 Gallon
44 Mouse cousin
45 Fusses
46 Early veggie
47 Flops
51 Boor
52 Long-active
volcano
54 "— Te Ching"
55 House wings
56 Furtive whisper
57 A little woman

ACROSS

53

l

54

a

21 Order to
a broker
22 Lawyers' org.
23 Depend
24 Thin Man's
terrier
25 Our sun
27 Declare,
in bridge
28 Psyche's
beloved
29 Ice palace
31 Woven
32 Sunset color
34 Insult, slangily
36 Cummerbund
sites
37 — the line
(obeyed)
39 Zen riddles
40 Neighbor
of Ky.
41 Glen
42 Artifact
43 Kind of mate
44 Horse docs
46 Vim and vigor
48 Actress
• --tiagfin,
49 River impeder
50 Tofu base
53 "Look — that!"

Low.

MES

EDGER&

Home Delivery
.$21.75
3 mo..
6
Local Mall
(Calloway 0ses & Marshall)

.$24.50

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryeas. Buctumul &

..$66.50
483.00
..$116.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
........$71.50
6 mo.
.S88.00
1
Money Order
M/C

Check
Visa
Name

St. Address
City
State

Zip_

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,ICY 42071
Or call
(270)753-1916
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r or s. stern that came through
,,,,•kend sure was a relict for
in: Si-degree water.
v.as so cool that the main
ed to an even /00- degrees in

-

air didn't affect the fith
We direction it came from
wtild last all day, and then
it would shift to the north
for another day. That
was a. killer for most
anglers.
It is an unusual system that isn't a -normal
part crf our lives M thrrarea. When it comes,
miinyF our critters
don't react very well.
lost of the time, David Wirtzberger displays the two
• there is very limited bass
he caught on the same lure.
activity out of any
Dave has basically been doing what
species. That's all we
we are doing over here — cranking. There
can, ever expect.
have been a Tournament in-Ken-- We-still- have -ti--shortChris Leopold shows off two bass he caught on the same lure while
age of shad .baitfish out tucky and Tennessee last Saturday because
on
a recent outing with Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
on the main lake, and there were boats running in both directhere are still schools tions by the time we got halfway point summer pool stage.
I had the pleasure of fishing with Ron
• 1.it ,er
.
predators out there roaming. on the lake.
There were many areas where the Reiman, Al Gutjahr and Ed, the coffee
After a while, we just backed off and threadtin shad had spawned late, and not cup man.
to ;:at Whatever they can find.
in the lake elevation way down to went in a different direction. It was so 100 percent. But they did spawn. I think
We were looking for some activity
ect aho%e sea level, there's not silly to see grown men running beside a we could have recovered a little had these from the stripers and the main lake areas,
,•t.rrent at any eil'en-time. I still hoatand dropping markcrs -se--they could young fry — whicha just hatched and where the- current—poshes: any baitfish
hOirlr that -Mere'are-some shad-hid-- come -back- and-see _what that particular -were-still-inside The bays — been-able there _might be.. If
There_ is no cutrenti
_
Aca a, another lake, and that they will 75i-kaT Wis-tighlTig -over.
to remain ihere and mature iiito a-dults".— Then There are' no traitfistr.
--as-simSome of- these guys need a lesson on
' 111.114_ _Lair way an_y±day .11OW.
_happen that way at alt._ The ple as that!
___It_didal
the month of October should be how close they are- Alnired Voiufi be§ide
•
high waters were pulled out at a very
We were bent -out orshifie over that
:i 'Ili We should have some really a boat that is sitting still and trying to
fast
rate
and
the
tiny
could
shad
not
fry
when
the wind began blowing hard from
cast. Somebody is going to lose their
a tug'
overcome
power
of
the
the
currents.
They
the
east.
We knew the day was going to
temper
.„
and.- take-- it --ont7on those speed
_.poke with m)
were pulled out into the main lake sys- be a tough one.
i teamed that he and Don have demons!
I ran almost to Paris Landing to look
Please stay away from another boat. tem and swept away without a chance.
the Barkley Lake region
Nature
cruel.
is
We
often
as
human
for
bait, and for some activity at the
'id stripers.
The lake is over a mile long from side
• •
ive ou lent of beings often do not understand the work- good drops and ledges. There just weren't
e•
any-stripers- at the locations -I- -checked,
lour and five-pound fish room to run in without endangering some- ings o
•miight
with what we know to be true and what so we began to cast areas where we nornoels-We,
hard. -We-s-fitt -11.1‘c
•we believe in.
Now, back to fishing.
mally find a few black basi
ro,(, planned before long, and
I think a major problem developed
Maybe we can see a light in the tunlooking forward to fishing with
The story became a nightmare as we
when the excess rainfall throughout the nel for our gamefish to have a winter's covered place after place. Only one small
area forced Our elevation so far above supply of shad to live on!
bass took to a lure. There were many

Dale Maupin (left), brother of Ledger
columnist Jerry Maupin, poses with
a 10-pound catfish he caught with
a bass crankbait. Pictured with
Maupin is his brother-in-law, Willie
Jackson.
bumps and half-strikes, but the overall activity just wasn't ere.
It' was great to be outdoors with some_good - friends.. We-definitely do it
• -— again real soon.
-------The. _rest of our folks met us at Kenlake to witness another good day of fishing, but it didn't happen. We struck out
on an east wind!
Plans are being finalized for a trip or
two next month. That's when the larger
fish will move up into the shallow areas.
The bluegill are still going strong. The
- i syfies---sconaiaiao--to--laatch_and_gather
along the shorelines of the main lake. A
fly rod on a 1/16-ounce black roostertail
spinner is deadly on these great panfish!
•
Happy Fishing!

pheasant,
,:lg-aw-aited month of Septinalh, here, and with it
ilic opportunity for linntersin the Commonwealth and elsewhere to apply
for quota hunts
on
Wildlife
Management
Areas (WMAs)
and other properties controlled
by the KDFWR.
Throughout
In The
the month of
September.
Field
hunters may call
be Kenny
1-877-598-2401
Darnell
to apply for a
Cr, tc.-i,Dors
bevy of hunts —
not only for deer
hut pheasant and
waterfowl, too.
Slaips is handling the
this year. This means
•V.dl tiet to talk to a real,
• .oa and not have to listen

to the mono-drone of some computer-generated voice.
The fine, friendly folks at Bass
Pro are standing by in Springfield,
Mo., ready to enter you in the
great hunting lottery and to charge
your credit card for the opportunity.
Read the 2003-04 Hunting Guide
(pages 22-28) for a rundown of
the hunts available and the procedure for applying.
When you call, you will need
to know the Social Security number of everyone in your hunting
party, a date of birth for any junior
hunter applicants, your hunt choices and paythent method.
Of course, be sure to tell them
you arc applying for the Kentucky
quota hunts since they take orders
for several states. All major cards
are accepted. and they will take a
check — but only one check for
the entire party.
Checks must he postmarked by
Sept. 30 and made payable to Bass

Pro Shops.
one out of every 10 hunters will
Any resident or non-resident may receive a buck permit. You won't
apply. Only the person drawn may know until you arrive at the WMA
hunt. Hunters cannot "assign" their that morning if you are the lucky
permit to another hunter. Quota one.
hunters will be allowed two deer,
So if your idea of a good time
but only one buck — unless oth- is to waste your quota permit on
erwise posted for that particular a glorified doe hunt while B &
hunt.
C bucks and the orange army
Hunters with a valid license parades in front of your treestand,
and deer permit may purchase a by all means choose Ballard.
special bonus WMA quota permit
The western Kentucky quota
that does not count against the hunts that have minimum antler
statewide harvest total.
requirements are Higginson-Henry
Note that some WMA hunts near Morganfield. Pennyrile-Traderequire bucks to have at least a water near Dawson Springs and
15-inch outside antler spread to Yellowbank up on the Ohio. The
be legal.
easiest hunt to get into is the West
One of the most popular hunts Kentucky hunt around the USEC
is the Ballard WMA quota hunt. Plant.
This year, there will be one youth
Probably the best hunt is the
hunt and one regular quota hunt Peabody hunt(Nov. 8-12). That hunt
on Ballard. The youth hunt is a also requires an additional, $12
fairly easy draw, but 888 hunters permit.
applied last year for only 208 regDon't be suckered by the
ular hunt permits.
prospect of hunting those tame
To add insult to injury, only deer on a state park. Lake Cum-
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berland is archery and crossbow
only this year, but it is at least
in December while the deer still
have antlers.
The Lake Barkley hunt is scheduled for Jan. 13;14, as is the Dale
Hollow hunt. The deer will have
lost their antlers at Dale Hollow
by that time.
In addition to the deer hunts,
the KDFWR is offering pheasant
quota hunts on the Green River
Lake WMA (Nov. 21-) and on the
Clay WMA (Dec. 5-7).
This is a "put and take" hunt.
The pheasants are purchased by
the Department and released on
the day of the hunt.
Hunters may apply one time
for each of the six hunts. If drawn,
a $25 pheasant permit is required.
The dates for the waterfowl quota
hunts are posted on the KDFWR
website at www.fw.ky.gov.
The application process is the
same as for the deer quota hunts.
Waterfowl hunters may apply for
only one hunt per area. The hunts
are located at Ballard, Boatwright
and The Sloughs management areas.
After you have called the nice
folks at Bass Pro Shops — who
are at least supportive and knowledgeable toward hunting and fish-

ing — and have successfully pre.
sented your offering of $3, write
down the confirmation number for
your application. Don't lose it!
Check the KDFWR website after
Oct. 11, or call 1-800-858-1549
to find out if you will be going
hunting.
Some of these hunts are good
hunts and some are a waste of
time. Hunters should do a little
homework before applying to determine which WMA is worth their
while.
For many hunters who have no
access to private land, the quota
hunts represent an opportunity to
hunt a public area in a controlled
environment.
Remember, however, that the
Department's goal for quota hunts
is to reduce the annual deer population on the management areas
as quickly and easily as possible.
This means lots of people in a
small area for one or two days,
and lots of shooting. At any rate,
you have until Sept. 30 to apply.
You sure can't hunt on one of
these places if you don't apply.
So make that call today and have
your credit card standing by —
the state needs the money!
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